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By FERDINAND LASSALLE.

The Socialist proceeds upon the sci entific plan that nothing but confusion can
lI'esult from discussion unless there is a rigid adherence to the proper use of
Q;erms, and in the Organized Socialist Movement throughout the world the
terms of Socialist Science are defined in as uniform a manner as language dif
ferences permit. Inasmuch as the central ~emand of Socialism is that Capital be
collectively owned, it is especially necessary for aD 'understanding of Socialis-ID
that absolute clearness be had in the use of this term. In "What Is Capital7"
Lassalle draws the distinction between wealth that is Capital and wealth that is
not Capital. He first punctures several bourgeois definitions of Capital, then
gives the characteristics of the principal industrial systems from Slavery through
Feudalism to Capitali"m, and traces clearly the growbh or Capital from its
€arliest historical appearance. The following summary of the book will be useful
to the student:

WHAT IS CAPITAL?

CONTENTS.

Capitalist Fallacies.-Fallacy of the definition that "capital is the instru
ments of labor"-Fallacy of the definition that "capital is hoarded labor"-Fal
lacy of the definition that "capital cunsists of products which are continually
applied to further production.

Industrial Society in Cimlized Antiquity.-Ancient property-O'wner possessed
land, slaves, all products of labor, and all instruments of labor, yet he was not a
-capitalist-Difference between master and capitalist-How the ancient landowner
·and slave-holder disposed of his surplus-Growth of interest-bearing capital
Roman Republic and the Church condemned the taking of interest-Jeremy Ben
tham and later political economists declare interest the most "natural right" of
mankind-Reasons for this contradiction-In antiquity money was borrowed on
account of personal neediness; under Capitalism money is borrowed to "do busi
ness," to get more mOlley-Nature of production under the ancient economic
system-Difference between the wealth of antiquity and the capital of IDodern
times.

Industrial Society in the Mirlrlle Ages.-Seigneur and serf~People did not
live on produce of fields alone-Production was well developed-Slavery did not
exist-Serfdom softens down to a system of personal service-Industrial organiza
tion of feudalism-Work which the serfs had to do for the feudal lord-Work
which the "free farmer" had to do for the feudal lord-Dues which' the feudal
lord received from o~her sources-Guild restrictions made Industrial Capitalism
impossible in the Middle Ages-Capitalist system begins in world of Com
merce-Guild restrictions are gradually thrown off-Capitalism appears with
"free competition"-Analysis of industrial and agricultural productions during
this period.

Industrial Society Under Capitalism.-During the Middle Ages prIces are fixed
by the producer~Under Capitalism prices are fixed by coat of production-Effect
of free competition upon the employer-Effect of free competition upon the
worker-Oscillatior:s in market prices injure individual capitalists, but not
the C'apitalist class-Wages are determined by the necessary IDeans of
subsistence-Cost of "producing a worker"-Ellect of a rise in the
price of labor-Why laborers become poorer and poorer under ocapitalism
Fallacy of the statement that the profit of the capitalist is the "reward for his
management"-Fallacy of the' statement that the profit of the capitalist is the
"reward of his abstinence"-Contrast of the commencement of the historical period
(slavery) with the end of the historical period (Capitalism).
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THE DAILY PEOPLE.
The attention of all workingmen is called to the Daily People. It
was established on July 1, 1900, by the Socialist Labor Party. Since
then it has been doing valiant battle for the working class and the Social
ist Republic.

THE DAILY PEOPLE IS THE ONLY
ENGLISH' SOCIALIST DAILY PAPER
IN THE WORLD. • • • •

It is the property of the Socialist Labor Party, and is the organ of the
militant working class of America. It is

OWNED BY WORKINGMEN.
EDITED BY WORKINGMEN.

SUPPORTED BY WORKINGMEN.
The miSSIon of the Daily People is to educate the working class in
the principles of Socialism to that point where they will march to -the
ballot box as a class, annihilate the capitalist system of production, with
its idle capitalist class on the one hand and its starving working class on
the other, and proclaim

THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC~
a republic in whiCh those who wish to live by their own labor shall have
abundant opportunity to live, while those who wish to live on the labor of
others, as the capitalists and their parasites live to-day, shall be given the
same option the capitalists now give the working class-the option to

GO TO WORK OR STARVE.
Every workingman and all other honest citizens should read the Daily
People. Capitalism is tottering to its grave. The banner of the Social
Revolution is already unfurled. The forces of Capitalism and the forces
of Socialism are lining up, and when the time comes for the

FINAL TEST OF STRENGTH~
the working class-must be educated, organized, and disciplined. Educated,
organized, and disciplined, nothing can keep them from victory. The
Daily People is this educating, organizing, and disciplining force. Every
workingman and all other honest citizens should read it.

Subscription price--One year, $3.50; six months, $2; three months,
$1; one month, 40 cents. Sample copies free.

THE DAILY PEOPLE,
Nos. 2 to 6 New Reade Street, ~ ~ ~ New York City.
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tn( SOCIALIST TRAD( & LABOR ALLlANC(
VERSUS

TlI( "PUR( AND SIMPU" TRAD( UNION.

On taking the chair, Mr. Will. E. Clegg, of Yale University, announced

the subject and distribution of time as follows:

"The question is, 'RESOLVED, THAT THE TACTICS OF

THE SOCIALIST TRADE AND LABOR ALLIANCE AGAINST

THE PURE AND SIMPLE TRADE UNION IS FOR THE

BENEFIT OF THE WORKING CLASS AND FOR THE PRO

MOTION OF SOCIALISM IN AMERICA.' The time of the de

Late will be divided as follows·: for the presentation of their argu

ments the gentlemen will have thirty minutes each; for rebuttal, Mr.

-Daniel De Leon, of the Socialist Labor Party, will have twenty minue3,

Mr.' Job Harriman, of the Social Democratic Party, thirty minutes;

.Mr. De Leon closing the speech in a ten minute period. At five

minutes before the expiration of the thirty and twenty minute per

iods one stroke of the gavel will signify that the gentlemen have five

minutes to complete their periods. At the end of nine minutes, dur

ing the ten minute period one stroke of the gavel will be given. The

first speaker of the evening will be Mr. Daniel De Leon."

Mr. DE LEON then spoke for thirty minutes, as follows:

Workingmen and Workingwomen of New Haven-
The question that is to be presented here to-night is, in my opinion, a

pivotal question-the Trade Union question-a question that is blocking
the way to progress, and the correct solution of which is essential to the in
terests of the working claslil and of the Socjalist movement of the land. It
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is a question that has to be approached deliberately and calmly. I come
not to "win a victory." There is no such,question here in my mind as to
whether I or anyone else wins a snap victory at this meeting. I propose to
speak to you deliberately. It is a question of facts and close reasoning.
It is a question the facts concerning which you will have to take home
with you and consider there. It is not a question as to what man wins,
but a question whether our common country shall win, and whether
this vexed labor question can be at all solved.

The Trade Union policy of the Socialist Trade & Labor Alliance in
volves the Trade Union policy of the Socialists organized in the Socialist
Labor Party. That policy was not evolved out of the inner conscious
ness of anyone man or set of men. It is n policy that is based upon
certain facts, certain historic facts, certain undeniable facts, and estab·
lished upon conclusions that are not escapable from. In choosing these
facts, I have been careful to take only such as are over and above dis
pute. Only children wrangle over facts; men agree upon them. Now, I do
nut suppose that this meeting has come here to witness a "washing of
dirty linen," with mutual criminations and recriminations. The facts I
shall present to you are facts known to be facts, or, if they are not
known to be such by my audience, my audience can easily wrify them, be
cause they are all taken from the official organs of the very organiza
tions against whom we stand arr3yed.

The first principle upon which the Socialists stand is this:
That the permanent improvement of the working class, let alone their

emancipation, is impossible, unless they obtain absolute control of the
government and thereby turn this capitalist system into the Socialist
Nepublic.

'l'hnt is a fundamental principle with us.
The second principle is this:
The conquest of the public powers by the Socialist' Labor Party is

an impossibility over-night. I t will take at least four years from
the time that the workingmen commence to march actually and
intelligently towards their emancipation. It may take ten, it may take
twenty years. In the meantime what shall be done? Something is
wanted NOW. Some economic relief is demanded now. The political
organization can -only come into play once a year. In this State only
once every two years. At any rate, it can only come into play occa
sionally. The workingmen need something else besides. They need an
organization that may give some relief, however temporary. No iutelll-
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gent physician will. attend a serious sickness, overlooking entirely the
palliatives that he might give his .patient. However much an economic
organization may give palliatives only, Lowever entirely those things
may be palliatives, they are something: it is a relief, and the working
men need it, and need it badly. Now then, the only organization that
can give that temporary relief is the economic organization: the Trade
Union. Accordingly, the S. L. P. builds upon this second principle:

That the Trade. Union which can do good to the workingmen must be a
Trade Union which has a certain central characteristic; it must recog
nize the class struggle between the capitalist class and the 'working
class.

The Trade Union that doesn't recognize that much, so that its members
may be kept from entanglements that the conflicting interests of their com
peting employers might bring them into, a Trade Union that doesn't rec
ognize the class struggle, will find itself arrayed against other working
men of different trades, sometimes of their own trade, according to the
temporary interests of their emllloyer. A workingmen's organization
that is not class-conscious, a workingmen's organization that imagines
that the interests of the capitalist class and the interests of the working
class are one and the same-such an organization and such workingmen
are simply appendages to the capitalist class, and will be drawn into
the vortex of competing capitalist conflicts. [Applause.] Don't take
away my time. That is the second principle. We must have an econ
omic organization and we must have a political organization. We see in
Germany a magnificent political movement, substantially a working
men's movement, and yet the condition of the workingmen declines
steadily. Why? Because there is no economic organization worth
mentioning. In the United States we see a big, substantially big, Trade
Union movement, and yet the condition of the workingmen goes down
steadily. Why? Because here the political movement is insignificant.
In France, where the political movement is strong and the Trade Union,
intelligent Trade Union, is strong, there we can with justice say that
large areas of the workingmen have been improved, while the struggle
is going on. We need an economic organization, accordingly, that moves
under the protecting guns of a labor political party.

Now then, arrived so far, the question is, Are there such Trade Unions
in existence? If ·you want a thing and you find something in the way
that calls itself what you are lookIng for, you are not going to build one;
you will try to get along with it, if possible. Working in this direction,
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the Socialists, organized in the Socialist Labor Party, came across a
movement that was said to be a Trade Union movement. We came·
across organizations of workIngmen. Now the present policy of the So
cialists in the Socialist Labor Party is dictated by these two principles
that I have just mentioned, plus the e~perience made with the exist
ing Unions that we found; and right here a short sketch of those Unions
will be necessary.

We found organizations of workingmen, but we fou~d that they were
marked with exactly the reverse of the central characteristic that was ~.

necessary for a workingmen's organization. Instead of being class con- :~

scious, they built upon the principle of the brotherhood of the working- ;£
man and the capitalist. As a result of that, theY moved for higher wages,
and right after that they gave up whatever they had gained. They were
torn amidst themselves by the interests of the capitalist class. At that
time these Trade Unions, guided by a natural instinct, and yet by an untu-
tored instinct, moved in a peculiar way. The giant was blind. He
struck in the air, and sometimes his blows fell upon individual capital-
ists. The capitalist class then proceeded to endeavor to control the
Trade Union, and a struggle took place within the Unions. On the one
side where the Socialists; the other the capitalists. Socialists and repre
sentatives of the capitalists found themselves within the Trade Unions,
struggling each of them to get control of that organization-the Social-
ists trying to get control of that organization for the workingmen; the
representatives of the capitalists trying to get control of that organiza-
tion for the capitalist class. The result of it was that the Socialists
were b"aten.

In that struggle, the Socialist movement being weak, the Socialists
went under, and presently the Trade Union movement became in the
eountry an engine of the capitalist, controlled by the capItalist through
what Mark Hanna has justly called the "labor lieutenants" of the cap
italist class. These .men who are the officers of the Unions, and whom
we have termed Labor Fakirs, or the Organized Scabbcry of the Union
these labor fakirs, this Organized Scabbery, these labor lieuten
ants of the capitlilists in the Unions have controlled the Union absolutely
in the economic interests of the capitalist class, and obedient to the dic
tates of the capitalists.

We have seen for instance in New York, it is an open secret, that
the recent trolley strike was a stock exchange strike, dictated by the
magnates who wanted to force down the price of stock so as to buy in
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cheaply, and that strike was Qrdered by these men, and carried out by
their labor lieutenants. We saw the strike of the miners in Pennsyl
'-ania ordered by the United Mine Workers against De Armitt, and the
rank and file were forced into that battle and sacrificed as food for
cannon, not obedient to the interests of the workingmen. but obedient
to the interests of the capitalists, who gave the orders to their labor
Ii~utenants, the labor fakirs in the Unions.

We saw more. We saw that every time the revolutionary pulse was
felt within the Unions, and the rank and file wanted something, the
capitalist influence was felt potent within the Union. Through his labor
heutenants, the capitalist managed to &till that pulse, and operating his
labor lieutenants like lightning rods, he ran the revolutionary lightning
into the ground. We have seen, for instance, when the miners of Ala
bama, wanting to wring better conditions from their employers, elected
upon a revolutionary program their delegates to the convention, that
the miue operators ordered their labor lieutenants, the Miners' Union's
officers, to somehow or other annul those elections and start new elec
tions; that this new order was carried out, and that another convention
was thus chosen agreeable to the employers, instead of What it was at
first. We have seen for instance that when miners at Hazleton felt in
dignant at being shot by the sherin's of capLtalism, it was again a lieu
tenant of labor, Mr. Fahy, whom the capitalists gave free tickets to
reach the place, churches and halls to speak in, and who there ad
dressed the men, saying that these employers were good men, that it
was a mistake. that it was not meant, and that they should stop hating
their employers, th~y should go back to work and forget the butcheries!

I will not mention more illustrations. These will do. Such a Trade
Cnion movement, whatever it was, was no longer a movement of the
working class, any more than an army that consists of workingmen is

1 As an additional illustration of how the Labor Lieutenants of capital sac
rifice the economic interests, that the Union Is supposed to be the special guar
dian of, and run Into the ground or side-track, the efforts of the rank and
file in the organization the following Instance may be cited:

In the textile trade In New England, the work of the Cahllls of old, and
the Whiteheads and Rosses to-day, lately reached its culmination In li'all
River. The stirrings on the part of the workers against wage reductions In
that city was run Into the ground by a proposition that they start a co-opera
tive factory! The Labor Lieutenants In the trade pushed the proposal: par
sons. politicians, and "philanthropists," of course, joined_ Thus the pulse

. of these ill-starred operatives for improved conditions was stilled with a de
lusion. for which, on top of It all, moneys were wheedled from these already
sufficiently pauperized men for shares In the p\lny, sham co-operative con
cern, supposed to compete with the mammoth capitalist establishments In
existence.
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a workingmen's' army if it is manned and officered by the representa
tives of the capitalist class.

With that experience the Socialists said, something nas to be done
with these organizations, which are carrying the working men down to
destruction, these organizations which are controlled by the lieutenants
of the capitalist class, where every pulse of the revdutionary feeling
among the rank and file is deadened, and where the men 'are made to
move obedient to the interests and the d~ctates of the capitalists.

When we moved in that direction, we came across two theories. One
set of men said to us: "Why, give it up; don't bother with the Union."
These were usually the "~ntellectuals." They said: "The union is rot
ten; it is a vanishing thing." "No," said we, "it is not a vanishing
thing; it is a rotten thing, but the skeleton remains." It is with these
Unions, as with the seals in the ProbylolI Islands. The seal-catchers
don't go out in pursuit of the seals. They know thrut at certain seasons
the seals gather of themselves at certain spots. At such seasons the
hunters are ready at the given places, club in hand; and, when the seals
turn up, hit them over the head and capture them. So with the Or
ganized Scabbery that remains in control of these skeletons of Trade
Unions. They wait for the season when the workingmen, moved by a
revolutionary impulse, demand higher wa,ges and better .times. Then
come these labor lieutenants of the capitalist class, and, with their capi
talist clubs, hit this revolutionary movement over the head, by lead
ing it into the ground, like the lightning rod does the lightning. The
theory of "dropping" the Union would not do.

The other theory suggested was: "Bore from within." And we tried
it. We went into the Unions and bored from within. We tried to teach
the class struggle. One divison, in which I was active myself, was in
the ic of L. We struggled and we struggled with the labor lieuten
ants of the capitalists; it came to hand to hand encounters; finally, we
landed on the outside.

While tliis was the experience or fate of one division of "Borers from
Within," the experience and fate of another division, the division that op
poses us to-day, was this: By little and little their voices were extin
guished. An illustration of that is found in the Progressive Union of Cigar
makers No. 90 of New York. It was said to be the Socialist Union par
excellence in the land. It went into the International Union; it was
going to bore from within. It was going to teach Socialism. By little
and little there was less and less of its voice heard. To-day even within
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its own organization, Republican heelers are electe.d to represent it, and
tbey dare not remove them. [Applause.] And as far as their national
organ is concerned, not a voice is heard on the part of the "borers from
within" against the economic and other outrages that are being committed.

"Boring from within" resolved itself accordingly, into this: either yon
must bore to a purpose, and then you land quickly on the outside; or
you don't land on the outside, but then you knuckle under, a silent sup
porter of the felonies com)llitted by the labor lieutenants of capitalis)ll.
Such was the experience.

In Wisconsin there was a strike of the wood-carvers in the McMillan
sbop. One of the henchmen of that shop clubbed one of the strikers
and killed him. The revolutionary pulse was felt throughout the land.
What became of it? One of the vice-presidents of the A. F. of L., the
National Secretary of these very' woodworkers, called the strikers to
gether, and says:

"Men, be cool, be calm; McMillan i-s a good employer, he is a kind man,'
target what has happened."

This is of record in his own journal--eannot be denied.

See what happened with the boilermakers. There was in the Senate
of the United States a bill for the eight-hou~ da~' supported by the A. F.
of L. Senator Elkins kills that bill, speaks and votes against it.

Thereupon, the boilermakers go about and make speeches for Elkins,
calling him a good employer.

Why'!
Because he had a ship subsidy bill that would throw some jobs into

their hands. Obedient to Elkins' dictation, that branch of the A. F. of L.
stood up again-st the rest of them. • For the sake of 1chat they might get,
Or imagined they could get, they were willing to stand by the man 1cho
had killed this eigh.t-hour day mea,~ure.

This is also on record.

Take another· instance. There is -in New York a Union of the cabinet
makers, a German organization, said to be a Socialist organization par
ex:c\)llenc~.· It 'goes- into the United Brotherhood of Carpenters, and it
is 'blirel"Ydn ithere, when articleS beg-in to teem in that journal of theirs
denouncing ·the -Socialist movement, denouucing Socialism and throwing
ohloquY"l1pbcn Karl Marx.' Whenever I feel that I am calumniated, I
think' of those articles, 'Why, they have not begun to say aoout me
what' they;'said' about Marx in ,that journal. Did anyone e,er hear an
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answer, a protest to tqat from the "borers from within"? The journal is
clear of that.

Take this other instance of the cigarmakers. When their employers
wanted a tariff reduotion, they passed resolutions in the interest of their
employers for a tariff reduotion, and thereby put themselves diametrically
opposed to the employees of those employers who needed rather a high.
tariff·

'Vhile that was going on, did anyone ever hear a single voice against·
that on the part of the "borers from within" in their journal ?-Never!

"Boring from within" was but a blind for the theory of "dropping"
the Union. "Boring from within" meant to throw up the sponge, sheathe
the sword, and become a traitor to the working class. "Boring from
within" meant that you had to keep quiet, and get the applause of the
labor fakir, so that he might do what he wanted to.

Take two instances that are palpitating now in the United States.
It is a well known fact thnt the Cuban cigarmakers get the highest
wages among the cigarmakers. That fact is not agreeable to the em
ployers. It is a well known fact that the employers have always en
deavored to get those Cuban cigarmakers to jom the International
Union, so that while they would still be paying "union wages," they
would, in point of fact, IMlY the Cubans lower wages. A bloody
conflict is now on in Tampa, Fla. With the conniva'lce of the capital
ists, the local branch of the International Union of Cigarmakers has
fired shots into the Cuban organization of cigarmakers. That strike
is obedient to the interests of the employers. Their labor lieutenants
are managing it so as to compel these men of the La Reslstencia or
ganization to come into the International Union, and when they get
into the International Union, then the employers can pay them "union
wages." and yet pay them less than they get now. Have you heard a
single one of those who claim that "boring from within" is the right.
thing raise the voice of indignation against that crime against the work
ers, against that obsequious obedience to the dictates of the capitalists?
I have not heard it. -

Take the instance of the machinists. The machinists wanted shorter
hours, and agitated for that. The employers finally found that they
could not pretend not to hear, and said: "We grant you two hours a
week,"-and thereupon posted notices whereby they take off five min
utes here and ten minutes yonder, five minutes in this place and ten
minutes in the other place, so that after all, out of the tw.o hours
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alleged to be granted, fully one hour and a half are taken away, and
you know what that means-that the other half hour has to go with them.
But for the labor lieutenants in the International Machinists' Union
that thing could not go on. The l"ank and file of the machinists would
have discovered it. The capitalists needed these labor lieutenants to
puB the wool over the eyes of the workingmen. The capitalists them
selves could not do it, consequently they call upon the O'Connells and
Warners and the rest of their labor lieutenants and officers of that
Union, the Organized Scabbery of that Union, and these call meetings,
and advise the men to accept the proposition as a "victory," claiming
that " the two hours have been granted." In the midst of that what
did the men who wanted to "bore from within" say? Not a word. If
tlley attempted to rise, the I.abor lieutenants and their sub-lieutenants
would jump at them, would call them scabs, -and they are afraid of be
ing called names, so consequently they keep quiet.

Upon these facts and these principles, the Socialists organized in the
Socialist Labor Party organized the Socialist Trade and Labor Alli
IInce. It said, these Unions cannot be ignored, nor can they _be
bored from within exclusively. They must be battered to pieces
fl"om without. The bulk of the workingmen are disorganized
because they haw made sad experience with these organizations
that are controlled bJ' the lahor lieutenants of the capitalists.
'lhe unorganized men we try to organize into the ALiance. ana
with their aid try to reform those Unions, and bring them over. In
the pursuit of this policy, of course, there is war. You cannot establish
a national organization like the S. T. & L. A. and have the A. F. of L.
and the K. of L., or what there is left of it, imagine that that means
friendship. They immediately began to denounce, and the S. T. &. L.
A. has marched upon those forces, and its conduct, undeniable by any
truthful or self-respecting man, has been this:

It organizc8 thc workingmcn. In any conflict between the workingman
and the capitalist, (whether the workingman is within the Alliance or dis
organized entirely on the outside, or organized in the pUl"e and simple
Union), if there is a l"eal conflict, the Alliance stands by those men, re
gardless of the organization, as it has done in more than one instance.

If, however, the conflict i8 a confllct between labor and capital in ap
pearance only, where the workingmen are being u8ed as food for cannon,
obedient to .~ome stock-jobbing enterprise, or where the labor fakirs are
doing for the employers what they cannot do for themse!l'es in the Union,.
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as nOW in the case of the machinists, then we of the S. T. &; L. A.. lay
that it would be a betrayal at the interests of the working class to dcep
quiet and get the applause, thc friendship, or the approval of these l/Lbor
lieutenants. Then say we, as we are saying in the case of this conflict
in Tampa, as in this case of the machinists:

"Workingmen, you are being cheated, you are being deceived by the
labor lieutenants of the capitalist class!"

W bile we are doing that, of course we are being COV-"

ered with calumnies. But this movement depends upon men, and not
upon easily frightened children. As the sun will break through the
darkest clouds, so will the correct course, the integrity, the purity of the
Alliance shine across all the clouds of calumny that are beiug hurled
against it. We organize the men, we combat these pure and simple
organizations, and expect to make them surrender. Already one of
them, the wagonmakers, came within eight or twelve votes of sun"en
dering. Others may not surrender, and will have to be taken by storm.
These pure and simple organizations are forts in the hands of the cap
italist class, because these forts are held by the labor lieutenants of the
capitalists. These forts must be captured; they cannot be wheedled into
line for the working class.

There are just three theories with regard to the Trade Union. One
theory is held by those who absolutely oppose the Socialist movement.
They say the Union is quite enough. All the good that there is in the
world, from bicycles up to star showers in the November midnight sky,
everything is due to the Union. I have not spent any time with that
theory. Should it be deemed necessary, I might take it up later.

The other theory is either "bore from within," or "abandon the Union,"
which means the same thing. I have shown you what it amounts to.

The third theory is that of the AIlianee:
That boring from within, with the labor fakir in possession, is a waste

of time, and that the only way to do is to stand by the workingmen al
ways,' to organize them, enlighten them, and whenever a conflict breaks
out in which their brothers are being fooled and used as food for cannon,
to have the S. T. & L. A.. throw itself in the midst of the fray, and sound
the note of sense.

In pursuit of this policy we have anxiously, I for one, looked for an
argument against our position. To this day I have not heard one. All
that I have hear1 is calumnious charges against the Alliance. In
yielding the floor to my opponent, who, I understand, is to bring argu-
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ments, if he brings any they will be the first I have ever heard, and
no o*e will listen to him more attentively than myself. [Great applause.]

Here the gavel fell.

Mr. HARRIMAN then spoke for thirty minutes, as follows;

Mr. HARRiMAN. The propositions that are laid down by the opposi
tion are that the class struggle should be recognized by the Trade Union
movement, and that political action should be its mode of procedure. Kow,
that is not the question before this audience for discussion. It is not a
question of political action. All Socialists endorse independent political
action on the part of the workingmen. The question before this audience
to-day-and if I do not quote it correctly, I wish the chairman would call
my attention to it-is: "Resolved, that the tactics of the Socialist Trade
and Labor Alliance against pure and simple Trade Cnionism is for the
benefit of the working class, and for the promotion of Socialism in Amer
ica." [Great Applause.] Never mind. That will not be credited to
me, that time. Now it is not a question of opposing politic-al action,
but a question {)f oPPDsing the tactics of the S. T. &. L. A. against
Trade Unionism. This is the proposition before us, and nothing else.

'What arl! the tactics of the S. T. & L. A. against Trade Unionism?
\Vhat are they? They were not told here to-night. \Ve were told that
politioal action is their tactics. Very well. That is not the tactics
against Trade Unionism, for a man might be in favor of political action,
and yet not oppose old line Trade Unionism. Not at all. He might
endeavor to add political action to the tactics; not oppose Trade Union
ism, but add that as another weapon of their warfare. \Vhat now. are
the tactics? In Mr. De Leon's paper of March 4th he says: "Of
course the S. L. P. is opposed to the kind of Trade Unionism that is re
tailed over the Gompers' counter." [Laughter.] Now let us look just
one moment further-"but fortunately for the working class there is
another kind of Trade Unionism." That is, he is opposed to it, or to
pure and simple Trade Unionism,-he wants the other kind-he is op
posed. not necessarily to the fakirs, but to Trade Unionism. All right.
Let's follow it up. I will go just one moment further, and before I do.
I will mention-[applause]-after I come a little further-[applause]
will mention only one of the Unions to which he has referred. [Great
Applause.]

In the national convention of the S. L. P. one of the speakers made
this remark .i.IJ. a discussion, in a page article-and another page article
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is filled with the same proposition and similar arguments. [Appla se.]
He says: "We ought not to attempt to keep in existence that thing ich
we are fighting to keep out of existence. No, we call upon the S~cial

ists of the United States to get out of the pure and simple org,anizations,
and to smash them to pieces." Mark you, it is a "smash" of the old
line Trade Unionism "to pieces." [Laughter.] Now, those are the tac
tics against it-"to smash it to pieces.'"

Now let us see if their actions corroborate their words. Let us see
if that is theory or practice. The gentleman has spoken of a number
of Trade Unions-the coal miners in Pennsylvania, the miners in Ten
nessee, the woodworkers of "'isconsin, the furniture makers of New
York, the cigarmakers of New York, and others. I will not go "into
all of them. I will take one. One is sUfficient. I would be willing to
go into all, and bring the facts concerning all. I would be willing to go
into all if there were time to do it. One is enough. I will take the
cigarmakers, for instance. [Laughter, applause and yells.] Hold on

there. He says the facts concerning the Davis c.igar factory are these:
that Honestein' and Modest, both of the International Union, called the
shop to a meeting ana had the question of strike discussed, whereupon,
by an overwhelming vote, the shop decided not to strike.' First, the
meeting was not called by Honestein. He was not present, and Mr.
De Leon knows he was not present. He won't deny this. [Applause.]

Furthermore, when, on the second meeting these men were present,
there was no vote taken. Why was there no vote taken? The gentle
man says, whenever hunger or needs or similar motives .prompted the

'The passage of the speech which Mr. Harriman here garbles is this:
Delegate DALTON. If it is true that the energy, the actIvity and the in

telligence of the Socialist workingmen are used to build up and buttress up that
which is a buttress· of capitalism, then the Socialist Labor Party should say in
words upon which there can be no mistake: 'You must not accept any office,
salaried or otherwise, in them. If you are forced by the conditions of your
trade, if you are forced In order to get bread and butter, to join a pure and
simple Trade Union, let that be as far as you go in unconscious disloyalty to
your class. Do not attempt to keep In existence that thing which we are fight-
ing to keep out of existence. Do not with your words and energy help them In 1
any way.' If that pure and simple Union would go to pieces without the aid of
the Soclallst, what does the Soclallst do in there? This convention marks a
forward step. It will say to the world: 'The revolution has proceeded to this
point where no longer shall we call upon our comrades to carry the revolu-
tionary spIrit into the pure and simple labor-faklr-Ied, rotten, decoy-duck
organizations.' No. We say: 'We call upon the Socialists of the United
States to get out of the pure and simple organizations and smash them to
pIeces.' If you say to me that we will lose good Socialists, I say you had
hetter lost them long ago.

• Mr. Harriman doubtlessly means Rosenstein., though he actually said
Hone8tein.
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need, the gentlemen in the strike committee business would make a raid
upon the workers in some cigar factory, ordering them out on strike.
He never caluminates, does he? [Laughter and yells.] "The upshot was
always the same. Initiation and other dues were scooped in, strike com
mittee salaries were made and the workers were sold ont."

Now, let us look at that just for a minute. First, tl-e s~rike was called
in order to sell the men out and l'ake in the dues. That was the pur
pose. The International Cigarmakers' constitution provides that no re
duction of wages shall be permitted, unless the facts are submitted to
the entire Union the country over, and when they get their assent, then
that local Union or shop may accept the reduction, and not until then.
He will not deny that fact when he takes the platform after me. Mr.
Davis, in his petition for an injunction against the Union, said that
he was compelled to reduce the bill of prices-the wages-in order to
continue his business. Then they submitted the matter to the Union,
and the petition for a strike came baek, and in those court papers.
which I am sure Mr. De Leon knows of, Mr. Davis spoke of the strike
permission given to them. He will not deny thi~. Now, since he was
compelled to reduce the wages, according to his own allegation; since
the men submitted -the matter to the Unions, and since the Unions by a
vote ordered the strike---I ask you, what becomes of the statement that
they did it simply to sell out the strike and rake in dues? They were
compelled to do it or they would have been expelled from the Union for
not ordering the strike. And when the second meeting came up, the)'
went in there and told those 200 men that there would be a strike be
cause the shop had not the control over the lowering of wages; the
entire craft was interested in the lowering of wages and that the Union
at large had ordered the stl'ike and they commanrled them onto W'hat
happened? Two hundred men walked out and about thirty men went
back to scab it. [Snickers.] The large majority came out. .\'ow, Mr.
De Leon says that they organized the shop from top to bottom.

Mr. DE LEON. I said nothing of the sort.
Mr. HARRIMAN. In your paper. Yes, of course. Yes. Yes.

All right. [Laughter and applause.] It was lucky I had the paper.
[Laughter.] He says that they organized it from top to bottom. Now,
mark you, about twenty-five of them went back, and those twenty-five-a
portion of them-were Socialist Trade & Labor .Allianee men. A portion
of them signed an affidavit and joined with Davis asking the court to
grant an injunction against the Union, and upon the affidavit of the So-
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cialist Trade & Labor Alliance men and Mr. Davis jointly, tbey granted
the injunction against the working class, the cigarmakers of New York.
He will not deny that. He will not deny that.

Mr. DE LEON. Yes, I will.
Mr. HARRIMAN. He will not deny that. Furthermore, now, why

I brought this case up is this: to show to you men that in this cigar
makers' strike, Mr. De Leon had united with Davis to scab it on the
Union; they united with Davis in order to make the affidavit and get
the injunction against the Union. Immediately he organized those
scabs, they went back, and :\11'. Dayis alleges that they were willing
to work for the reduction in wages, and in the injunction he alleges
this, and they joined with him asking for the injunction. Immediately
after the organization of thIS, tbp following advertisement appenrs
in the papers.

"Wanted, on handwork, jobs from $9.25 to $17. Pioneer Oigarmakers'
Alliance of S. '1'. « L. A."

A VOICE FROM A LEFT-HAND BOX. Mention the paper.
Mr. HARRIMAN (continuing). "Samuel I Dav'is, 520-52:2 East

EightY-first street."
THE VOICE AGAIN. Mention the paper! [MI"'. Harriman pretends

not to hear.]
THE VOICE AGAIN. Mention the paper! [Mr. Harriman hesi-

tatingly examines the paper.]
Mr. HARRIMAN. It is the New York Jou1'nal of March 3. [Hisses.]
A VOICE. A capitalist paper! [Applause.]
Mr, HARRIMAN. Hold on there. It was your advertisement. What

does it mean? He said to you here this evening lhat whenever the
working class whether in the S. T. & L. A. or not, whether unorgan
ized or whether members of the old Unions, were in a struggle,
that if they were justified, they united with those men in
battle, and I say, here was a case where' they were justified,
because the Cigarmakers' Union, according to their constitution,
called the strike. The vast majority walked out and the S. T.
& L. A. with the minority, scabbed upon that Union and endeavored
to break it. [Applause.] This-hold on-this is consistent. This is the
effort first, on the part of Davis to lower wages; on the part of your
friends to keep pace with your theory of smashing the Union iri practice
and in theory. The practice and the theory tally.

Now what is Trade Unionism'! Is it fakirdom? Not a bit of it.
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There may be fakirs in it. You find those things, men, in every or
ganization. How does Trade Unionism develop? 'Tis this. The cap
italist endeavors to make money by employing the worker, and wages
means that the capitalist pays the worker less than the worker pro
duces. Now the less the capitalist pays the worker, the more easily
he can gratify his desires by the energy he gets from him, from products
that he gets from him. The higher the rate of wages the less the capi
talist takes. But when the capitalist decreases the wages until there
is so much pain that the working class cannot endure it any longer,
they bunch together, and your Union is born. There is your Union.

. Now the struggle is on between the two organizations. 'l'he Union
struggles to force its wages up with striKe and boycott. Yes. That
is pure and simple Trade Unionism. That is all. It has not yet pro
gressed to political action, but the great mass of men are within the
organization struggling to raise the wages, to increase their material
interests by the strike and boycott. All Socialists say this is not enough,
but all Socalists say that so far as it goes, that is the only method in
the capitalist system-so far, I say, as it goes. But when two great or
organizations, the working class on one hand, the capitalist class on the
other, meet in their struggle, they represent great power, and where
power develops there the opportunity to a greater or less degree for
corruption develops; but, because some men come and fasten themselves
upon a Union like a barnacle, they do not necessarily, that is, their ac
tions are not necessarily a part of the Union, their actions are only
brought to bear upon the Union, and it would be no more a part of Trade
Unionism than Mr. De Leon's tactics toward them is a part of So
cialism. [Applause.] Hold on, not a bit-so that it would be just as
foolish to fight the Trade Union because of their few dishonest men as
it would be to fight Socialism because of peculiar tactics. It is not a
part of Trade Unionism. It is a part of the rogue's constitution of
working his desires at the expense of his class-not a part of the princi
ples of the movement at all. [Laughter.]

Now just watch it develop a little fm·ther. I say the great mass of

of the working dass do not know what Socialism is; they are unac
quainted with our philosophy, and that being true, and since Socia\.ism
or since Trade Unionism, is born by the lowering of wages or by econ
omic pressure--if we were to wipe out every Trade Union on the face of
the earth to-day, to-morrow your economic pressure would breed them
ltgllin aDd develop them again, Y01.1 carmOf stop them. They lire chil·
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dren of your system, born to stay as long as capitalism stays. Now
mark you; to fight them means what? They do not know what So
cialism is, I say. They come there to benefit themselves, gather to
gether to l·~isp. their wages. Being ignorant of your philosophy, the
very moment you attack Trade Unions and say you are going to smash
them to pieces, that moment you attack their means of gaining their
livelihood, that is, their means of preserving and carrying on the fight
against the capitalist class, their means of keeping their wages UP. so
far as they. are able to keep them up-always, mark you this, I
say. always necessarily with a downward tendency, and must be.
Now, then, the moment you strike the thing that helps and
guards them, the means by which they fight their great battIe
with the capitalist class, that moment they think you are their enemy,
that moment you arouse their antagonism, that moment you inspire their
hatred and You divide yqur men into two hostile camps, the Trade Union
movement on the one side and your S. L. P. and 8. '1'. & L. A. on the
other, and there the workingmen fight like cats and dogs, while all
their power is being sapped, fighting over the policy, fighting over a
dfference, merely because, not tbat they are dishonest, I say to you
that the hundreds of thousands of men in the Trade Unions are not
dishonest-that there are a few, yes, that therp arp a few in this mOve
ment, yes, but that doesn't condemn your movenwnt bpcause they are
dishonest. [Applause.] Now, you see, all this divides them into two
hostile camp6. I do' not have to tell you men that j'OU are divided, that
j'OU are divided here to-night. You are fighting each othN to-night, and
you are all Socialists fighting over a ,difference in a Trade Union policy,
and that is all. You are fighting to the end, and it is thb poIiCj' that
has divided you.

Furthermore,' it has dividpd their party themselves, for in 1898 the S. T.
& L. A. split, and in 1899-[glancing at De Leon] don't look surprised.

Mr. DE LEON. I didn't look surprispd.

Mr. HARRIMAN. Your memory is failing you. In 1899 the S. L. P.
spIit--didn't look up surprised that time-and it split upon
this policy, upon the policy' the difference between the S. T.
& L. A. policy against the Trade Union movement. We fought over
it and we split on it. Why? Because we ~Ilew that to follow the poliCj'
meant to array the working class against Socialism by incorrect tactics.
'Vhat did we do '{ 'Ve look at them anu ";\'e say, the Social Democratic
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Party to-day, which to-day contains the majority of the S. L. P.-he
will not say a majority, but I will say a large maj<frity in the United
States-but we split, our conventions about equal size, and we fought
over this particular uifference-we say to-day, that if you would enter
the Unions with all your members-he says we did and we were weak
_when we were struggling for the control of the Union. Ah! Were yOIl
weak? Then you should have waited until you were strong. [Laugh
ter.] How could you hope to gain the control of a Trade Union move
ment wheu you were weak and when the vast majority of the members
of the Trade Union didn't know what you wanted. I say, we tell you
you are making a mistake. Go into your Union; when a strike comes
on, espouse the cause of the Union, take up the fight of the Union, makc
their interests your interests, and when you do, you will find that they
will open their ears to every argument that promises a bencfit and a
means to further their ends. Then they wHl listen to your arguments
on political action. You say, No, no; we have tried. Wcll, I say, Yes,
yes; we have tried it; and let me assure you we have tried it in dead
earnest. I do not make this statement because I think they do not
know it. Here are some facts.

I do not take my own literature. I always prefer to prove the case
against the opposition by their own literature. [Laughter.] Here is a
part of it. In their debate when this famous resolution was passedl

If any member of tbe S. L. P. accepts office in a pure and simple trade or
labor organization, he shall be considered antagonistic to the S. L. P., and
shall be expelled.

The S. L. P. and the S. T. & L. A. are identical in this wish. But-

If any officer of a pure and simple trade or labor organizatiou applies for
membership in the S. L. P., he shall be rejected.'

Here is a very interesting little statemen~ here. Now this first is
from Kuhn. Kuhn opposed that-their National Secretary-of the S. L.
P. He says:

It has been my experIence with a number of correspondents of mine who

'The resolution quoted by Mr. HarrIman Is as follows:
If any member of the Socialist Labor Party accepts omce In a pure and

simple trade or labor organization, he shall be considered antagonistic to the
Sociallst Labor Party, and shall be expelled. If any omcer of a pure and
simple trade or labor organization applies for membe.rship In the Socialist
Labor Party, he shall be rejected.

The resolution passed the convention by a vote of sixty-one votes against
two, and has since been f;J.tified by a referendum vote of the Socialist r,al)or
Party. .
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are organizers of Sections of the S. L. P., that they were at the same time
ollicers of such unions.

I mean by that that it is possible to work from within, that it is pos
sible. Now, mark you-

Comrade Meyer, bimself for a long time-

Author of the resolution I have just read

was an officer of such a Union.

It is possible, isn't it? [Laughter.]

Hammond, for Instance, was for many years, I think, an officer In the Typo
graphical local In MinneapoIls;-

It is possible, isn't it?

another comrade, one of our best men in Brooklyn, a man, one of the most
active men, was a.lso a member-

Hem, hem [applause], hem [great applause], hem, a man, hem, hem,
rgreat applause]-

and President of the Carpenters' Union In Brooklyn.'
Furthermore, let us take Teche's statement. I want to show you that

it is possible.

As far as I am personaIly concerned,-

Teche says-Qne of the men who spoke in this National Convention-

I am beartily in favor of the sentiments spoken, but I beIleve, at tbe same
time, there Is such a thing as pulling the strings a I1ttle too tight, to run a
little too fast, and I believe with Comrade Kuhn that circumstances alter
cases in many Instances. I will give yon an instance In my own case. I have
belonged to a Trade Union ever since I came to this country and belonged to
the same In the old country, a small concern, only about, say, ninety men In
the whole country left of us In the whole organization. Every officer belongs
to our party,-

It is possible, isn't it? Old tried and true comrades, remarkable, isn't
it. Uan't bore from within, can you?-

and I can further point out that In percentage of members who are Socialists
and collections made there is no organization In this country that can come
up to it, especially if we take Into consideration the wages we have been
earning. If the resolution goes through, without further ado all of us must

1 It is no wonder that Mr. Harriman "hemmed and hawed" when he came
to We closIng part of his quotation from Mr. Kuhn. That portion of National
Secretary Kuhn's remarks "hemmed and hawed" over by Mr. Harriman Is as
follows:

"Another comrade, one of our best men In Brooklyn, a German, one of the
most active men, Gleiforst, member and president of the Carpenters' Union
in Brooklyn, has, together with a number of other Party men, kept the Kan
garoos there down, the {tghting sometimes leading to the ratliing Of cllairl1/'
He, indeed, was boring to a purpose.
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resign, and we flatter ourselves that we have elevated our Union. [Laughter.]

Here was a man who knew how. I will leave that one and go on to
the next one, although it continues on that line. Well, I will go ahead.

At the same time to try to bring that organization Into the S. T. & L. A. is
impossible-- .

Couldn't do that-

although the majority of us are SocialIsts.
According to his own statement. Now, here comes another one, which

is very important.

I believe if this motion goes through as it is before us, it will mean that
those men who are to-day presidents, secretaries, and financial secretaries,
whether they have any salary or not makes no difference,-

He says-all of them,-there are a whole lot of them around the conn
try-it is possible--all of them-

It means that they will have- to step out of their offices and take their places
on the floor.

Now, mark you, here is the important point:

I believe it will be the best means of swinging the whole organization Into
the S. T. & L. A.

Do you not see that the arguments prove one thing above all others,
that boring within is possible, and you can bore within and gain the con
fidence of the Union. The gentleman upon this platform cannot go to
the Trade Union people of which he spoke, the Cigarmakers' Union in
New York, beca,pse of their action and get any hearing whatever before
the members there becam;e of the action. I say to you men that the
possibility of boring within is infinite in its scope. Because you work
with the laborers in their struggles and in their strifes and when they
are in their fight and the party backs them in their struggles, you open
their ears not only to political aCtion, but to the philosophy that lies
behind the political action, behind the political action that is taught;
and all over the country everywhere there are to-day Unions taking up
the proposition of the collective ownership of the means of production.
1 can cite to you the Central }!'ederation of Labor in New York, the
Cleveland Central Labor Union constitution, and they both provide for
the collective ownership and independent political action. Simply be

cause those who bave been patient and who have worked within have
gained the confidence of the people, they have listened to thpm, and they
have gained an advantage by gaining a hearing before those men.

Now, the vast majority of the people in the Trade Unions vote upon
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the laws of the Trade Union. They elect their men, they make their
laws for the members by a popular vote, not by the vote of the officers,
and I maintain that the wrong laws of the Trade U'nion organizations are
ciue, in the matter of independent political action, to the ignorance of
those members upon this point and not to their wilful dishonesty. If
they are wilfully dishonest, en masse, you might as well give up the en-

. tire fight, for why should we argue with dishonest men? But if they
are honest and do not know, then we can corne in among them, espouse
their cause, gain their· confidence, and they will listen to our doctrines
upon political action, independent political action, and by this means we
will be able to induce them to add to the boycott and the strike the bal
lot as a further weapon to gain their ends, for with the ballot in their
hands they are all-powerful. But, if you arouse antagonism, you can
not get the ballot in their hands.

I deny that the Cnions are controlled by a few men. Take for in
stance the International Brotherhood of Engineers. Our friend told us
three years ago that tbey were destroyed, wasted the substance of 49
years of existence. To-day after that struggle they are more powerful
than ever before. Eighty-odd thousand members belong to them. They
have a million and a half dollars in reserve fund, and it only shows that
though they may have been temporarily crushed, yet the capitalist system
will produce the Union again, and if they are not Socialists, if the
Socialist propaganda has not reached them, it will simply make the same
old Union over again, and all our fight is for nothing.•[Great applause
and cheers.]

Here the gavel fell.

:Mr. DE LEON then spoke as follows for twenty minutes:

Mr. DE LEON. I hope the intended insult upon your intellect has not
"scaped you. The arguments of the gentleman who has just consumed
thirty minutes were partly devoted to statements I did not make at all,
and that were no part of my argument. [Laughter and applause.]
lie had to put up a straw man of his own. I cannot blame him, as his
case is pretty bad. [Laughter.] The other part of his answer was to try
to foist upon you exceptions to prove the reverse of a rule. I did not
say, as was falsely imputed to me, that the point was how to get the
rank and file to vote. I did not cross the political line. I stated that
as to the ideal, and then I went on to something else. He crossed the
political line. I may have time, t"n minutes, at the end to take that up.
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'Vhat I did say was that in the economic struggle the aspirations of the
workingmen were run into the gl"Ound by the labor licutenants of eapital.
All that he said about trying to give them the ballot had nothing
to do with the case. We try to have the workingmen improve their con
dition NOW. I tried to make that clear enough, and I maintained and
I argued that the condition of the workers could not be improved NOW, ,
despite the labor fakir argument we have just heard. Their condition
cannot be improved as long as they are controlled by the labor lieutenants
of capital; and I stated why: because every rime these men proceed to
do something on their own behalf, as in the ease of the machinists
to-day, the labor lieutenants 10m see to it that they are deceived; and
he, venturesome though he was, did not dare to deny that these machin
ists are being deceived now, and that the alleged two hours granted to
them is a swindle upon them; and that swindle is practiced upon them
by the aid of the labor lieutenants of capital, and the press of the
"borers from within."

His other insult to you was to make out that I said that tne rank and
file were dishonest. Oh, what eloquence did we hear-regular pulpiteer
eloquence on the subject. Clear enough I stated that the rank and file
were earnest in their attempt to improve their condition, and they are
surely honest in that desire. Who is there here who could have under
stood me otherwise, and that does not know that it could not possibly
be imputed to me that I said· that the rank and file were dishonest?

The other insult perpetrated upon you was to quote the speech of
Comrade Teche, who has a little bit of a Union under entirely excep
tional circumstances. He concealed the facts from you, and then gave
you Teche's speech, as though the status of his Union were a genel'al
thing, and he proceeded to quote some other exceptional instances on ~

the point of officers. An intelligent man, a man who is not talking for
a snap victory, a man who respects his cause, doesn't build upon excep
tions: he takes the rule. I quoted instances of not little, petty Unions
like Teche's organization. I quoted the woodworkers, of thousands of

• them; quoted the cigarmakers of thousands of them; quoted the machin
ists, of thousands of them; quoted the boilermakers, of thousands of
them-Unions of power, numerically, however slight their power to im
prove their condition, and that they were run into the ground by the
labor lieutenants of capital, as is happening now with the mac11inists.

Another insult to your intelligence. [Snickers from Kangaroos.]
You will laugh the wrong side of your mouths one of these days. I
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have seen Democratic crowds of workingmen who laughed at me once.
They don't laugh now. Another insult to your intelligence was to pre
tend to make an argument against my position that attacked the "boring
from within;" and in what did that argument consist? In repeating
charges started by our adversaries, and which I here want tv say are a
falsehood from beginning to end. I mean the Davis affair. But I
want to grant, for the sake of argument, that the charge is true. What
would you say of a man who stood before you and denied that Socialism
was right, and instead of attacking the theory of Socialism were to quote
Mille~and who remains in the French cabinet, a Socialist in a cabinet
that shoots workingmen; 1 or who were to cite 1\1r. Harriman himself,
whose organization in California applies for capitalist political jobs?
[great applause, hisses] ; or do, as a man I know of did on one occasion,
quote some Socialist who beat his wife and say: "Is that Socialism?
Then 1 don't want any of it." That sort of argument is an insult.

Even if what is charged did happen at Davis's, it would be a wrongful
act; it could not overthrow a principle. But (and our stenographer is
preseJ;lt) those "facts" I here nail as absolutely false from beginning to
end. There was no International Union at Davis's; IT WAS AN OPEN
SHOP. Ilis men were called vut by the labor lieutenants of capital.
[Applause and hisses.] Ah, hiss all you like. His men were called out
by two members of the Organized Scabbery. Knowing these worthies,
they voted against going out. It was not,' in such cases, necessary to
take a vote of the whole International Union. The shop crew decided

, Some months ago the capitalists who run the Republic of France got Into
trouble over tbe Dreyfus case. Frenchmen were greatly wrought up over the
way in which Dreyfus was railroaded to prison. For a time there seemed to
be danger of a popular uprising of the people. The situation was an appro
priate oue for the royalists, and they proceeded to agitate against the Re
pubUc and In favor of returning to the rule of a king. At this juncture the
capitalists who desired to perpetuate the Republic threw a sop to the French
Socialists by the appointment'of Millerand, Who up to that time had been re
garded as one of the leaders of the French Socialist movement, to a position In
the cabinet-he was made Minister of Commerce. To the surprise of the
Socialist movement throughout the world, Millerand accepted. He thus be
came a part of the capitalist government of France. His action was Imme
diately repudiated' by all the class-conscious Socialists of France, who declared .
Millerand to be a traitor to the working class. Cumulative proof of his
treachery was afforded some weeks later, when Millerand lost no time In
paying the capitalist government for the job given him. There was a great
Shipping strike at Havre, one of the largest seaports of France. For a num
ber of days several of the ocean liners had been tied up for lack of men to
coal them; and, behold, Millerand, true to his traitorous nature, detailed
sailors from the !"rench men-of-war anchored at Havre to coal the ships that
were hung up, thus doll!g all that,any capitalist could do to break the strike.
He also condoned the shooting of workingmen II! Martinique and the Creusot
works.
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not to strike; consequently there was no strike in the shop. A few in
deed, some of them, or many, went out under the threat of these labor
lieutenants of capital that they would be "scabs"-so much the worse for
their manliness. But the facts as they were presented here to-night are
absolutely false.

The People was quoted. ·When I said "I didn't say that," my
words were twisted into one of his tricks. I presumed the gentleman
claimed that I used that in my argument. Whatever is in the People
I stand by in every respect. But he didn't say anything after that to
justify that quotation, and I wondered what it was going to be all about.

He claimed that I did not come to the theory of the Alliance. The
theory of the Alliance is that the labor lieutenants of the capitalist class
-based upon those illustrations that I have furnished you from the
large Unions, not little, picayune, Teche Unions that he tried to make you
believe by quotations amount to something-that these lieutenants of
labor prevent the rank and file from doing anything in their own be
half. I showed the degradation of the working class and their economic
decline, notwithstanding a large Trade Union movement. And I showed
you how we did try to "bore from within," and how that failed; and I
proved that their "boring from within" amounts to nothing but a pre
tence_ Their "boring from within" means to "talk" Socialism. Oh,
yes, send a man to a pure and simple Trade Union to "talk" Socialism
in the abstract; he is welcome; that adds prestige to the Organized
Scabbery that runs the Union. But if a strike is started by the capi
talists in that trade through their labor lieutenants, and you attempt
to open your mouth and show the workingmen that they are being be
ing betrayed, whY,that is something else--that would not be the "talk
inlt" of "abstract Socialism," that no one cares anything about, anymore.
That hurts the Organized Scabbery. That is not tolerated. And the
present "borers from within" "bore" by bowing in submission. We
claim that it is the duty of the honest and energetic Socialists to call
the attention of the masses to it every time they are being cheated.
And we charge these "borers from within," as we prove it now in the in
stance of the machinists, that in their papers they say not a word against
it, on the contrary they are whooping it up for the fakirs, as they did. here
to-night, claiming for an organization that it has millions of dollars
when it has not got it; claiming for it to have 80,000 members, when it
has not got it; claiming for it a victory, which is a fraud, and a snare,
and a delusion to the workers. Of course, such "borers from within"
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can be heard; of course, they will get resolutions in their behalf; but
the rank and file of the workingmen will continue declining, urged on in
their decline by the conduct of these so-called Socialists. The attitude
of the Alliance is that the duty of the Socialist is to be with the working
class in all its working-class endeavors, and that it is the bounden duty
of every Socialist to have his voice heard clear, loud, emphatic-not
withstanding all the lies uttered against him; notwithstanding all the
calumnies that Scabbery may hurl at his head-that they utter clearly
what is going on and teach the working people what it is they are being
run into doing; how, in each one of these cases, the WO;'king people Ore
being used for fOOd for cannon for thc cap·;(anst class.

We are told that upon that line little progress can be made. Well, I
believe so, too, comparativdy little, but we do not believe in a progress
that is deceptive. We do not believe in progress except progress that
IS progress. We do not believe in being able to say "so and so many
Unions have 'endorsed' us," with over 50,000 members in New York,
and corning out with a paltry seven or eight thousand votes. We do
not believe [laughter and applause] that that is progress. On the con
trary, we believe that whatever progress is made must be made by edu-
cation. '

I remember the time when the S. L. P. started its career on the
political field. Among the very men who now denounce our Trade
Union attitude were those who denounced us then for denouncing the
Democratic and Republican parties "too severely." We were "antagoniz
ing the labor leaders!!" A political party was established, and yet they
did not want to have any "trOUble," any "inconvenience." So I look now
over their journals from beginning to end, and the rascality of the labor
lieutenants of the capitalist class can be seen, in all their journals,
without exception. to go by unreproved, uncondemned. Nay, worse;
every time that the capitalist wants to run down the revolutionary pulse
of the workingmen-run it into the ground, as in this case of the ma
chinists, by telling hocus-pocus stories about bogus "victories," thus re
peating the language of the capitalist-every such time we find these
"borers from within" acting as veritable hand-maids of these capitalists
and of these labor lieutenants of capital.

The work may be slow; the work is arduous; but arduous, indeed, is
the course of the Socialist movement. Arduous, indeed, is the course of
the educator. The gentlemen, who talk and believe as Mr. Harriman,
believe in an "education" that runs away from the people you ought to
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attack. They believe in an "education" that consists in whooping it up
for the enemy. They believe in an "education" that helps the capitalist
rivet ignorance upon the workingmen-that is the sort of "progress"
that they believe in; that is the sort of "progress" or "education" that
they advocate. 'Whereas the policy of the S. T. & L. A. is to go slow,
gather these men in, hold up clear the principle. If a wrong is done to
a Union, if the rank and file is being deceived, why, then, even if that
whole rank and file rises against you and denounces you, stand your

. ground; stand it-because the day will come when that rank and file
will remember that you told them the truth; then, also, will they remem
ber the men who "bored from within," who acted as prostitutes for the
labor lieutenants of the capitalist class. Then will you find progress; then
will it come with rapid strides, for that real work will have been noted.
C nless there is real work back of it, there is no progress worth men
tioning.

For the rest, I can say that-unless some new argument is made;
unless the gentleman has reserved for his next thirty minutes the real
argument, that is to sa~T, not the citing of exceptional cases, but argu
ments based upon general facts, to show how "boring from within"
could make progress-I shall be able to withdraw from this debate,
when it ends, satisfied that the cause of the S. T. & L. A. is the cor
rect one. I have heard to-night identically what I have been hearing
for the last four years. They first start with calumny upon calumny;
one fellow invents it and the others recklessly repeat it. 'We mention
the facts from their own journals; they shut their eyes to that. As to
argument-they are remarkably silent.

The gentleman referred to a split in the S. T. & L. A. and I looked
surprised; and he was surprised at my surprise. [Laughter.] I did
not imagine that he would put his foot into that hole. Yes, there was a
"split." 'fhe Central Labor Federation, which he has quoted here like
a sweet morseL had a souvenir. In that souvenir it printed advertise
ments of the capitalist parties during a campaign-very much like the
other papers, or some of them in New York, of the "borers from within."
Thereupon a noise was made against the man, Bohm, who, as secretary of
the Federation, had charge of the souvenir, and was also general sec
retary of the S. T. & L. A. To go into these facts is almost painful, for
the reason that it is time spent in stating things that everybody should
know by this time. The General Executive Board of the S. T. & L. A.
held up Bohm. His excuse was that he knew nothing about it, that his
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partner did it-which was possible; an honest man may be deceived by
a wicked partner. \Ve waited and said to him: "If, indeed, your
partner cheated you, then you must separate from your partner p. d. q."
We waited and waited, waited and waited. Then the Convention of
the Alliance met, and I rose during that convention and asked him:
"Are you still in partnership with that man?" At that convention,
"borers from within" to-day, one man from Chicago, rose and objected
to the question and Bohm refused to answer. Thereupon I voted
"No" to his re-election as Secretary of the Alliance, he, together with
his Central Labor Federation that backed him, having been branded
there as really guilty of the crime of putting capitalist political advertise
ments in a labor publication; just as soon as he was branded, the Volks
zeitung took him up with open arms, and the Central Labor Federation
which they denounced before, suddenly became a pure thing that was
"boring from within" to their heart's content. The Alliance fired this
Federation pack. That was the "split." It was the split that takes
place when you grab a rascal, and kick him out of the house. Of
course, the rascal falls in with the other rascals where he belongs.
[Great applause, hisses.]

I wish to dispose of another point. It is this: The claim that it was a
great mistake on our part to start educating when we did and should
bave waited till we were "strong in the Unions." Of course, there is
one thing tbat he omitted to state in his course of misrepresenting my
argument. He omitted to state that we should "not have started in
with insisting that the men should vote for the S. L. P." That was
not our line of work. 'What we wanted was to redeem them from capi
talist influence on the economic field, so that they could have something
right away. We should have waited till we were strong; that is, a
man should wait till he can swim before he goes into the water.
[Laughter.] \Vait till all all the men are converted to Socialism, then
start to educate them!! [Laughter.] We went into those Unions
and when the labor fakir came there with capitalist propositions, we
rose and tried to teach the rank and file. The rank and file-not
through dishonesty, indeed not-the rank and file could not take our
views; didn't dare to take our views, because in most of these Unions
there is a system of blackmail and browbeating that the labor leaders
exercise upon the men. For the sake of keeping their jobs, for the
sake' of not losing their sick and death benefit advantages, the men
caved in; and when the labor fakir gave the signal, those men voted as
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the labor fakir dictated. Finally, when we were driving the labor
fakir to the corner, the split came. The conscientious borers from
within then landed on the outside, and have continued to bore from
the outside, with the assistance of which alone can simultaneous boring
from within be effective. On the other hand, those who stayed there,
"preserving the full sympathy of these Unions," what have they got to
congratulate themselves with, except candy sticks, resolutions that
mean nothing, resolutions for "collective ownership," resolutions this
waJ' and that way 'I-while in the meantime, every practical attempf
on the part of the rank and file to improve itself continues to be run
into the ground, the men divided among themselves, according as the
capitalist interests of their various employers maJ' dictate. [Great ap
plause, hisses.]

Here the gavel fel!.

Mr. HARRIMAN then spoke for thirty minutes, as follows :

Mr. HARRIMAN. I am surprised to hear the gentleman speak so fre
quently of being abused, so much of calumny, when he first takes up
the Unions one after the other and says that the men adive in those
Unions are aTI in the pay of the capitalist class or under the influence
of the capitalists. What is that but calumny? When ne referred
to the statements that I made on the Cigarmakers' Union-and you
will observe that he carefull~' steered clear or" that Cigarmakers' Union
case excepting he said the whole thing is false, the whole thing is a lie-
then he said, referring to us, as giving ourselves as prostitutes to the
capitalist class, in order to rivet their influence upon the Trade Union
movement, and yet he is a man that, doesn't believe in calumny.
[Laughter.] 'What a clean, white tongue he has. I will try my hand a
little. Let me show you, I will read to you here. I will not call him a
liar. No, I will read to you something else and will let the facts talk a
little.

Mr. Davis alleged that it was the purpose of the Union to raise the
wages, that he was compelled to lower the price and that those that
remained with him were willing to work for the lower price, and Mr.
De Leon said in the paper of March 11, which I have have here, that
they had a contract for two years-by the agreement there made,
which holds for two J'ears, the shop is to be an Alliance shop. Now
Davis alleges in his affidavit for an injunction-which I have here,
fNhich Mr. De I;.eo;n says is false, and I will read a little to you-be
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says that the men working there were willing to work for less and willing
to work for lower wages, and that he paid an enormous sum for new
workingmen, and asked that an injunction be granted against the Trade
Unions, because they were keeping the men from coming to work, and the
men belonging to the S. T. & L. A. said they were being kept away,
interfered with as they carne to work, and Mr. De Leon says he had a
contract for two years. [Turning towarlls De Leon.] How much did
you get for the job? [Great applause, Yelis, storm of hisses, a thrill of
indignation ~oes through the audience.]

Mr, HARRIMAN (aside). I mean that.
I would not have called Mr. De Leon a liar had he not called me one

first. This is only a fire at him from his own guns.
He first says, How wiII they dare stay on the floor of the Union

if they are radical'l How will they dare join the S. T. & L. A.? It is
the same argument,

He says, 'We do not want to go in the water until we learn to swim.
That is, he suggests that it is my statement. What I told them was
to wait while they are in the water and they should have stayed tdere
till they learned how to swim. [Laughter.]

He proposes to rivet upon the capitalist class-he said upon the work
ing class-Ute influence of the capitalist class. When he finds Trade
Uuions in Kew York that will not listen to Socialism because they scab
upon the Unions, will those Unions not give their snpport to the very men
who oppose Socialism, so long as the men themsell'es, the membership,
do not understand Socialism'/ If you fight the Union, you do the ver)'
thing that rivets the matter, that rivets the power of the dishonest man
upon the Union, because he gains his power by reason of their not under
standing the Socialist philosophy. You must make them understand, or
you will never make any headway, and because I say that, he speaks of
a few little Unions. Then I brought this affidavit, which he says is a lie.
I will refer to this Union. He says that I refer to a few little Unions
that have no membership. I spoke of the Amalgamated Engineers. He
says they are weak. I have here their journal; it comes monthly; and
here it shows 82,000 members, and here is their official report [holding
up a paper], showing $1,500,000 in the treasury. He cannot <leny it.
Here are the facts. He lIlay say it is a false statement of faets, bllt
every year, and sometimes semi-annually, if there is a weak Union and
there is a strong Union which has more than its pro rata, they have that
money adjusted; they have an equalization method, and they put so much
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money in the treasuries, not in this country, but all over the world,'
S? that every Union has an equal amount per capita in its treasury at
practically all times, and that equalization prevents a fraudulent state
ment of facts concerning their finances, for if they said more, then the
Unions would draw upon tbem. I say to you that the accusations
against those things, the methods of tbe Unions, is overdrawn.

Now, let me look at this. The purposes, furthermore, he speaks of the
Union. We will start with the Cigarmakers' Union. He says everything
I said was a lie, mark you, concerning this Cigarmakers' Union propo
stition. I told you that the Union could not declare a strike, unless
they could not avoid declaring a strike on occasions when the scale of
wages was lowered, unless they got permission of the entire Union. If
the wages went down, they must declare a strike, unless directed to the
contrary by the union. Here is tbe constitution-and be denies it.

Should any local union desire to reduce its bill of prices wherein seventy
live or more members are involved, the ollicers of the union or unions shall
submit a statement of the facts to the international president, giving the
reasons Why the bill should be reduced, which application and reasons shall be
submitted by the international president to a vote of all the local unions.

Now it says:

But no strike for an increase of wages

That is to say, no call-

shall be considered legal unless approved by a two-thirds majority of all
the votes cast.

It is a lie, is it? Who has lied: [Turning to De Leon.] Take your

own medicine. [Snickers from tbe Kangaroos.]

Here is another proposition. He says you cannot get upon the floor

1 This passage: "they put so much money in the treasuries. not in this
country, but all over the W9rld," makes It certain that what Mr. Harriman
has in mind is the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, and that he has been
all along quoting that organization in refutation of what Mr. DeLeon said
when he repeatedly touched upon the machinIsts. This blunder on the part
of Mr. Harriman convicts him twice ever of ignorance on his subject: Igno
rance on Trade Unions, and still more serious ignorance on the queer relations
that exist among them. The elucidation of these two points will help to
disentangle the tangle, into which Mr. Harriman's confusion of two distinct
and rival pure and simple organizations must have thrown the reader's mind.

Mr. DeLeon spoke of the present events among the machinists, together with
their alleged victory for shorter hours. All this concerns, not the Amalga
mated Society of Engineers, which has organizations all over the world, "but
the International Assoclation of Maehinists alone, ealled. for short, "Inter
national Maehinists," whieh has no organizations all over the world; and the
faet appears all the clearer from his referring to "the O'COnnells and the
Warners."-O'Connell being the pl'esident and Warner another notorious"
ollicer of the International MachinIsts. So uninformed is Mr. Harriman on
the technique of the Trade Unions, that neither the mentioning of tbe pl'esent
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of the Unions and argue the case, because you would be dismissed. Here
is a resolution of t'he Central Federated body which he is opposed to,
because they left him and would not endorse his tactics, and their prop
osition is this: They resolve in favor of the collective ownership by
the people of all the meAns of production and distribution, of all t'le
means of communication and transportation; that one-half an hour--or
one hour and a half-be devoted to discuss economic, social and political
questions the first meeting of each month in their central body. Here is
your Union,here are the constitution and by-laws. Could give you
dozens of them, if we only had time this evening to go through them all.

He says we had 50,000 parading with us, and still had a small vote,
yet; with all the advantage the gentleman has had in the State of New
York, holding the old name and' all the agitation, yet we have cast as
many votes as the Socialist Labor Party; they have come with us in a
large part, and they were all honest a few years ago, are they all dis
honest now? [Laughter.]

Let us go a little further. Let us take up this matter, the purposes of
the Union. No. One. I will run through these so you will see that it
was alleged by Mr. Davis himself. Davis says-here is the application
for injunction [holds up paper]-that

the general purposes of the unincorporated association hereinbefore named

The International Cigarmakers' Union-

are to advance the interest of their members, to reduce and keep down the

machinists' troubles, nor the mentioning of two of their leading officen con
veyed any information to him, and he went off at a tangent, talking of the
Amalgamated Society of Engineers, with only 1,700 members in this country,
and getting, besides, all tangled up on that name also.

But, above all, is this confusion of the International Association of Machin
ists with the Amalgamated Society of Engineers significant III another and stili
more important aspect. •

It so happens that these two organizations, both' run by Organized Scab·
bery, are In each other's hair, taking each other's jobs and bandying the epi
thet "scab." It also happens that part of the purpose of the present conduct of
the Urganized Scabbery that rules the International Association of Machinists,
Is to strand the Amalgamated Society of Engineers in this country. According
ly, when at the Arlington Hall, New York, mass meeting of November 1~lled
by the International Association to pUll the wool over the eyes of the machin
Ist by, making them believe they had won a victory-members of the Alliance
machinists demanded to be heard, and were howled at by the "borers from
Within," Mr, Isaac Cowen, the agent of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers
In America, did all he could to secure them a hearing! This Cowen, who
had come' for reconnoitering purposes, knowing ,what the meeting portended
to his own organization, did not dare to open' his mouth and nail the Organ
Ized Scabbery of the International Machinists; but'seeing the brave Alliance
men, he, otherwise one of their traducers, picked up courage.

. Mr. Harriman's ignorance of his subject matter, and reckless readineSs to
handle It, thus help to suggest fresh arguments against his clients.
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this matter as we go through, a little,
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number of hours per day they would be required to work, to enhance the price
of wages, and to compel their employers to employ in their business only memo
bers of said association.

That is a wonderful charge to

Now let us go on and examine

further.

On the first day of February, 1900, and for some time prior thereto, the
plaintiO's, in the prosecution of such business, had in their employ about 125
cigarmakers and 20 packers, of nationalities other than Spanish or Cuban;
about 25 cigarmakers of the Spanish or Cuban nationality, and about 25 strip.
pers of all nationalities.

That makes over 200, you see.

Clgarmakers of Spanish or Cuban nationality constituted what plaintlO's
termed their "Spanish" shop.

There was also a German shop, and they both came out. Only about

twenty-five or thirty went back.

On or about January 1, 1900, the people took stock and ascertained the
condition of their business, and found that it was impossible to continuQ
upon the basis of the prices fixed in the October agreement ;-

Mark you that-made an agreement with the Union' in October. They

broke the contract, they were in the act of breaking the contract when

'Mr. Harriman could have thrown valuable light upon how the Organized
Scabbery of the International Union interprets this clause of its own consti·
tution, had he read, from among the rolls of affidavits that he fiourished in
his hand, the folloWing passages from the affidavits with which two officers ot
the International Union opposed Davis's affidavit for an injunction.

Nathan Rosenstein, president of the Joint Advisory Board of the Union,
closes his affidavit with this passage:

"Personally I have been on the best of terms with the plaintiffs and their
representatives, frequently JOKING AND TWrI'TI:"G EACH OTHER IN A
GOOD-NATURED WAY ABOUT INCIDENTS OF THE STRIKE. Plalntlffs'
superintendent, Levey, has several times during the strikl! taken dinner at my
house and once the plaintiff, l<'rederick J. Davis, twitted me with not asking
him too. I did so, and he came over and took dinner with me."

Albert Maroucek, secretary of the Joint Advisory Boarq, says In the course
ot his affidavit:

"I have no ill-will toward the plaintiffs and no desire to Injure their busI
ness. On the contrary, I earnestly desire that their factory should be opened,
and should be run to its full capacity at a profit to them, which. would be .the
case it they would keep their wrlten agreement with their employees, which
Is a most advantageous one for the plaintiffs, for the prices fixed thereby
ARE BELOW 'J'HE ESTABLISHED UNION RATES WHICH PREVAIL IN
OTHER FACTORIES"

2 In order to make out that the Alliance "scabbed" it at Davh,'. on the
International Union, it was necessary for Mr. Harriman to retute the state
men ot Mr. De Leon that Davis's was an "open" shop. It was necessary tor Mr.
Harriman to make out that Davis's was an International Union shop, with an
agreement or contract between Davis and the International Union, thus cloth
Ing the International Union with rights and duties there. Mr.Harriman un
dertakes that job, and how? He reads in a garbled way passages trom Davis's

•
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these men began to scab. When the S. T. & L. A. went in and organized'
that shop, they had broken the agreement of October, and it is tn the
affidavit. Here are the court papers-broken the agreement-

that thereupon the plaintilIs appealed to their said employees and Informed
&em that It was Impossible for them to continue In business upon the basis
of the scale of wages fixed In said October, 1899, agreement, and informed
them that the plalntilIs would be compelled to adopt the scale of wages in
force prior to the strike of October, 1899;-

Said that they had to lower them, that was their own statement for it.
the statement of Davis. All right-

that thereafter and on February 12, 1900, the employees of the plaintilIs em·
ployed In their said Spanish shop, although they had no cause for complaiut
as to the wages paid them, were induced or coerced by-

Hem-hem-

the International Union

Hem-

to leave the employ of the plaintilIs.

Why'! liet me look just a moment. Suppose that of the five or six
cigar-making shops in this city, suppose a majority belonged to the S. T. &
L. A. or to the Trade Unions, and one shop undertook to lower the
wages, that shop would not be permited to determine that, because the
lowering of the wages interests the craft, and the craft handles it, and

'for that reason they made their application to the Union and were per
mitted to strike. Let us go on a little further here.

On or about Saturday, January 27, 1900, some of the cigarmakers belonging

affidavit on the subject of an agreement, which Davis had entered into; and
when Mr. Harriman reaches that point he says: "Mark you that-AN AGREE
MENT WITH THE UNION." Not a word, either read from or interpolateil
Into the affidavit, shows that the agreement was with the International Union.
Now, then, that agreement was made by Davis expressly with his workmen
Individually, and it expressly excludes all union Intervention, International
or otherwise. Here is a passage of that agreement pointedly saying so :

"That if one or more of our employees are being at any time coerced by
others, In order to cause them against their own free will and judgment to

. join anyone or certain labor unions, we shall consider that act as against
onr Interests and not in accordance with the promise or understanding come
to with the said our work people, and as a consequence the aforementioned
list of prices shall thereupon cease to exist and be made null and void."

Most significant, in this connection, is the fact that the said agreement
forms part of the alfldavit made by ltosensteln, the president of the Joint Ad·

'vlsory Board of the International Union, in opposing Davis's affidavits apply·
Ing for an Injunction, and that the said Rosenstein alfldavit was part of the
rolls of paper from which Mr. Harriman was reading. All the affidavits are
on file In the office of the county clerk.

In this passage the three·card monte game of Mr. Harriman reached its
'acme.

•
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fo the department known as our German shop stated to my brother and myself
that they heard-

Hem, hem-and-hem [applause]

that tbey heard-

Hem-

. they heard that an application for a strike in our factory had been filed with
the Cigarmakers' International Union, and that our cigarmakers Intended
holding a meeting that day to consider the qnestion whether they wonld strike
or not.

~ow. you see, the application is here. they would have to first ask for
an applil'ntion before they are permitted to reduce wages, and the ap
plication cal1:e, an,l the order to strike was made not by the committee,
but by the International rnion. and those men were compelled to order
,h-" strike.

i made no objection to the men attending the meeting-

\Vhat meeting'! Now, mark you, in Mr. De Leon's paper, which he
says is a man of straw, because, he says I stand up something to
knock down. Why did I do this? Why did I take this stand and show
the tactics of the S. T. & L. A. against Trade Unionism? Because he
didn't, and that is the question, and not whatever he might desire to
spring. [Applause.] I am not going to Paris to debate about America.
We 'have any number of national questions, I am discussing the ql!,es
lion of the tactics of the S. T. & L. A. against Trade Unionism and
who is acting as an obstacle to the working class.-

the meeting-I made no objection to the men's attending the meeting,

says Mr. Vavis-

and learned subsequently that evening that the meeting had been held, and
that the cigarmakers had decided not to strike.

That was before, mark you, that the men called the strike. This was
the work of the shop, and in this shop where they voted, it was a shop
meeting, not a union meeting, a meeting where detectives were placed
in order to tell 1\11'. Davis who haa voted for the strike and then he would
discharge them, and then go on witn his business opposed to the rules
of the Internation.al Cigarmakers' Union. Let us see. the evidence of that.
It follows in the next page like this:

When our hands told me that the second meeting had been called, I re
quested them, and urged them, although some of them expressed themselves as
unwilling to do so, to attend the meeting and vote freely upon the questions
to be placed before them. I knew from statements that had Ifeen made to

•
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me by many of my employees, that they were satisfied to stand by the vote
of the Saturday previous.

Hem, hem.

The workmen reported to me that they had been prevented from voting.
Wbat did I tell you? Certainly; because it was not a shop proposition,

and the application had ordered a strike and it was at tbis meeting that
the men were prevented, and not the former meeting. He cannot deny
that fact, here is the statement of it in the affidavit. Let us go further.
It is getting a little interesting along here.

As to the manner in which the pending strike took place in my shop, I
state that the Cigarmakers' International Union, as represented by the defend
ants, Inaugurated said strike in such a manner as to cause my said firm great
and unnecessary loss. In our business of cigarmaking, the wrappers of the
cigars are cased each day for the next day's work, that is to say, that those
wrappers c are dipped in water, and because of this these wrappers will only
keep for a few days.

Then he goes on and tells how many there were-long affidavit-and
then states that the strike was brought on in order to damage them and
keep a large number of workingmen out. Now I have shown that over
two hundred struck, and he claims that they damaged the wrappers, and
be made tbat one of the reasons why-and other damage-that the
affidavit was made, for, as he says, they remained out and injured them to
a large extent and to a large sum.

I will go a little further with this and see if we can't finu something
else. Let me see. Here is one of the most interesting of the points.

I was present at the next meeting of the hands

The next meeting-

held the following Tuesday, and by orders of the commitee representing the
International Union we were ordered to strike against our will.

These are some of the men who went back, mark you.

I state that I have noticed men standing on the block in front of the factory
premises all day, and for every day since the strike was ordered, and these
men, the pickets, are stili there. They Interfere with us going to and from
work, and we join In the request to the court that they be removed and pre
vented from interfering with us.

To that is appended a list of names, and in that list of names are
8. T. & L. A. men. One of them is Mr. Mayers, who organized-and Wli.s
the organizer, I believe, or an officer in-the Union, at least an active man
in the Union. Among them were two, four, six, seven men who belonged
to the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance.
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VOICE FROM LEFT-HAND BOX. Read their names. [Harriman
ignores the request and the voice repeats the question several times.
Chairman threatens to have the individual put out. FinalIy Harriman
continues.]

Mr. HARRIMAN. They have asked me to read the names. They
are: Rappaport, Mayers, Ashkenazy, Liebholtz, Rappaport again, Rosen
thal, Singer. Now, he may deny that these are S. T. & L. A. men-I do
not know whether they are or not-but whether he does or not, he ac
knowledges that on the first of these days which I have read to you, he
said in his paper here that the men returned to work. I have shown you
that they didn't return to work. He says he didn't say it this evening. Ah,
but he said it in his tactics against the Union. The Alliance took and
organized the shop from top to bottom, and then he says a contract
was made for two years; and this very day Mr. Davis is asking the Cigar
makers' Union, which, he says, is desired to go back to work and take their
places; I have here a letter to the Cigarmakers' Union over his own sig
nature saying:

We should like to have our old hands return to work, and are ready and
Willing to give all that may apply of such hands, either singly or in a body,
employment. [Applause.]

There is his letter, written to the Cigarmakers' Union, showing that the
Cigarmakers' Union was not crushed, even though these S. T. & L. A.
men did, under the guidance of some mel! in New York, walk in and take
the places of the Union men who had been crowded out because their
wages had been lowered, and because a capitalist institution ,had en
deavored to break the contract that they had made a few months before.
Why do I dwell upon this? Because Mr. DeLeon said that everything
I saId concerning it was a lie. These statements that I have read from
this affidavit are affidavits made by Mr. Davis with whom his own men
joined in affidavits, in request to get an injunction against the Trade
Union. And this is their theory in action! Their action is to crush the
Trade Unions.

Now, the gentleman says that I referred to a few small Unions. Why?
I took Teche's Union, his own Union, that they speak of in their paper.
But the Amalgamated Engineers, why did I refer to them? Because it
shows that even though you crush a Union, whether the capitalist class
crushes it, or whether by your tactics you are able temporarily to cheat
them out of a victory, by partly organizing it, the conditions will repro
duce that Union. The CQJ!ditions will reproduce th~t Union, and you
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will never be able to make any headway unless you espouse the cause
of the Union, work in among them, gain their confidence, there to teach
to them the power they have in the ballot, instead of first creating of
them enemies and causing the rank and file to refuse to hear your doc
trines concerning the philosophy of Socialism.

Now, before I close, when the gentleman tells you that he has proven
so and so and so and so, you may remember whether he has proven so
and so or not, and when he tells you that I have admitted this and have
admitted that, you may know that I have not admitted anything at all;
not at all; that I make my own admissions; that when he tells you of
some preacher oratory, you may tell him in your minds that that has
nothing to do with the issue. 'When he tells you about France, when
he tells you of Millerand and other statements concerning a multitude
of Unions we have no time to discuss here, ask him to discuss these
papers for an injunction and why they went into the shop. [Applause.]

Remember that I admit nothing; remember that we must work with
the working class and that we can only work with them by going into
their baRles, that we can only gain their confidence by espousing their
cause. that we can only relieve the grip of those who are dishonest by
educating the tank and file as to the problems of Socialism, and the
measures to gain their end. I grant you, sir, that you will never learn
to swim as long as you stay out of the water. [Laughter and applause.]
And he confesses that he means to smash the Unions, hundreds of thous
ands of them, with a little bit of an Alliance. Now look. Is it best
to smash the 'l'rade Unions, and then go and gather up all the pieces
when they are mad, and then convince them of Socialism, and then get
them into the S. T. & L. A.? How much more. could you go among
them without making them mad, espouse their cause, convince them of
Socialism, don't have to gather up the pieces, and cause them to take
action along independent political lines. Have not the labor fakirs that
he speaks of, if they nrc there-and some of them are there, just as
they are in all organizations-wherever power concentrates, there cor
ruption develops to a certain extent-get out of the Union. do you not give
these men a new lease of life? Go in and educate ;your men, do you not
undermine those who are dishonest? It was different in our policy. That
is what has divided us; that is what is dividing these men hel'e to-night;
tllat is what leaves him on one side and us on the otber.

I call no names: we will let the facts do the talking; and ask the
ques.tiQ:j\ wp¥ do you fig'hi tile 'rrad~ rnions except to smash them, and
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what are you to gain by smashing them, when you must get the men
that are now in the Unions to get into Socialism before you can possibly
inaugurate the Co-operative Commonwealth? You have got to get those
very men. You are now fighting their organizations. If you can con
vince them at one time, you can convince them in their Union. I say the
policy of the Social Democratic Party, as opposed to the policy of the
S. L. P., is to go into the Trade Unions, work with them, and, mark you,
add to the strike and the b~ycott independent political action; and I
have shown to you that it is possible to do both by arguments taken
from their own discussion, and by the constitutions of Trade Unions that
I have pointed out to you. [Applause.]

Here the gavel fell.

Mr. DE LEON then spoke for ten minutes, as follows:

Mr. DE LEON. Mr Harriman asked why did he take up this cigar
makers' case. He took up the case of the cigarmakers for the simple
reason that he has wanted to turn this debate, which is upon a question
of principle, into a concrete case, coming here with "affidavits." He has
taken up that case, because he has pursued the policy of trying to falsify
a principle by taking up one concrete case, and since his principle is un
tenable, 'he must hang on to that concrete case all he can. In trying to
do that, even his concrete case, being false, breaks in his bands, as any
man who has followed him closely must have observed. [Hisses.] He
claimed that I pronounced false all that he said in connection with
Davis's shop. I did not. All that was material I pronounced false or a
fraud upon you. The duplicity of his argument can't have escaped you.

He said in one place when he first spoke, that the affidavit of Davis
was backed up by Alliance men; after he read the names, he contradicted
himself and said, "I do not know whether these are Alliance men or
not;" and later again he repeated the false statement that Davis's affi
davit was backed by Alliance men. He contradicted himself three times.

The whole point turns on this: The Davis shop was AN OPEN
SHOP, (that affidavit shows nothing to the contrary). There can be
contracts with men who are not mpmbers of a Union. The Davis shop
was an open shop, that open shop was called out by two representatives
of the International Union, and those of you who understand this polnt
will comprehend that the whole argument which has been built upon
the false insinuati~>TI that the shop was an International Union shop
falls. As the shop was a non-union shop, or an open shop, the Inter-
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national Union had no control. It tried to get control by calling the
shop out, and mayor may not have applied for a strike allowance, for
a strike permit, a strike Iicense--I forget now what they call it. But
you perceive the quibble. My opponent tried to make out, from the fact
that a strike permit had been applied for at the International head
quarters, that therefore the Davis shop was a Union shop. This is
fraudulent reasoning intended to deceive you.

That one thing, that many of them went out, notwithstanding they
decided not to strike, is one of the misfortunes of the situation; the
moment the Organized Scabbery says the word "scab," every coward
trembles in his boots. All that was read from this affidavit can only
have the object to mix you up. The position is simply this; There was
no Union organization there. It was not controlled by the International
Union, and that was the claim he made all along, the point that he dis
honestly tried to insinuate in your minds, and without which he has no
case, even this Davis side-issue, with which he has tried to cover his
rout on the rea] issue, the question of principles.

He has quoted the constitution of the International Union. What of
it? That's only some more dust. The Union constitution says all that;
but all that applies only in case the shop is a Union shop. Davis's shop
was not a Union shop, so that all that argument falls again.

All such quotations have but one purpose, the dishonest one of twist
ing an argument awry, and running away from the question of the even
ing. The dishonesty is all the more glaring by the attempts to back it
up by what we are told is an affidavit. "''hat matters it what Davis,
a capitalist, swore to in order to secure an injunction? I'm not sur
prised my opponent falls back on such "documents." He is one of a
crew, thirty-six of whom, in a vain attempt to steal the name of the
Socialist Labor Party, SWORE to the truthfulness of an affidavit
that was not in existence. [Hisses.] I should not have to insist upon
the point, unless you are fOlXS, whiCh you do not look to be.

I charged him with having quoted little Unions, whereupon he quotes
the big "International Machinists" in rebuttal, and says what a big
Union that is. You know very well that I said upon that subject that he
quoted the little Union of Teche as an argument within our ranks, why
our members should remain officers of pure and simple Unions. On the
contrar~', just the reverse of what he falsely said, I said that the Unions
that I quoted were the large Unions, I named him the International
Union which he himself quoted, as one of the large 'organizations; but,
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as I say, such petty tricks and such duplicity I should not have to go
into very extensively.

He said that· the Central Federation-that's what he called it---split
off because it could no longer endorse my tactics. Correct. Our tactics
are that a. labor paper must not have capitalist political advertisements in
it; their tactics are different. And since the New Yorker Volkszeitung
itself has had during campaigns advertisements Of capitalist politicians,
consequently the tactics of the Federation agreed exactly with the tactics
of those who would "bore from within" and they made common cause.
[Applause aud hisses.]

I was asked how much I got for the "Davis job." I noticed that our
chairman was shocked. [Hisses.] I will not refer to that any further
than to say that when a person takes up an argument the way that my
opponent did, and then fixes himself on a long affidavit that can not be
debated, let alone verified, in a large crowd, a document that a person
would have to take home with him to study-when a person tries that
game [hisses] I believe I should be justified to ask-not of him, such
persons I cannot stoop to nddress-I believe I should be justified to ask:
How much did he get from the Organized Scabbery of the International
Union to help deceive the workers? [Great applause, hisses; De Leon
steps forward and, pointing to a corner from whence the hisses came,
continues.] Hiss away. I have faced worse crowds of fakirs. You can
not deter me. It is not to this meeting alone I am speaking. I am ad
dressing to-night millions of workers. This debate is being taken down
stenographically, and will be published in full. [Great applause.]

Some of the statements and arguments which the gentleman made are
characteristic, inasmuch as they betray his absolute ignorance of the
Labor Movement. Apart from his not even knowing the names of the
organizations that he mentioned, he made this argument. He said:
"Why, go into these Unions, then you can speak to the workingmen."
Which means that outside of the Unions there are no workingmen; it
can mean that, or nothing. Now outside of the Unions stand the over
whelming majority of the workingmen; and they do not propose to go
into these organizations run by the Organized Scabbery, because they
'have burned their fingers there enough. [Great applause.] The or
ganization of the future has to be built up out of the men who are now
unorganized, and that is the overwhelming majority of the workingmen
in the nation. Of course, that he doesn't know. [Snickers.]

He says We want tQ sml',sh the UniQns witl! a little bit Qf ;J,n Alljl',llce,
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That is like what the heelers and the politicians have told me: "You
want to smash the large Republican and Democratic parties with a little
bit of a Socialist Labor Party." [r .aughter and applause':!

Finally be boasts of their "political success." When he quotes the
late political campaign, he puts his foot into it badly. In the .Sixteenth
Assembly District of New York, 9imself with the rest of them went
there and carried on a most virulent campaign upon this very line of
Trade Unionism against us, and the result of it was that, despite the un
paralleled backing that--they had of the capitalist press, their candidate
for the.presidency polled just about 2UO votes, while ours polled over 800,
[applause], and their candidate for the Assembly fell even below 200
votes, while I, whom they have done the honor of imputing all the
virtues of this movement to, and assailed proportionately, polled over
1,500 votes. That is an endorsement, empbatic, too, of the S. T. & L.
A. policy. [Great applause.]

This closed the debate. I twas 10 :30 p. m., and the chairman declared
the meeting adjourned.

[A certain amount of liberty the stenographer was compelled to take
in transcribing Mr. Harriman's two speeches. As Mr Harriman is an
iIIiterate man, a faithful transcription of his sentences would have made
them look full of typographical errors. His grammatical mistakes were,
accordingly, eliminated.]
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EXPLANATORY
In proportion as the interest in the Socialist Republic in

creases, t·here is an ever-increasing demand for Socialist Books.

Here and there over the country, capitalist book-publishing con

cerns, ever on the alert to make a few dollars, take advantage of

this interest in Socialism by attempting to sail their pirate ships

of Commercialism on the billows of the Socialist Movement, and

announce this book and that book on "Socialism." These books

contain nothing of a Socialist nature, and consi'st principally of

middle-class vaporings and utopian chimeras.

The taint of death is already on the Capitalist System of Pro

duction, but in order to steer through thE! existing chaos the

Working Class must be equipped with the best information ac

quirable and the best mental training obtainable.

To aid in this needed information and mental training the

books in this list are published by the Literary Agency of the

Socialist Labor Party, and are recommended by the National

Executive Committee to those desiring accurate information as

to what Socialism is and what it seeks to accomplish.

Those desiring to do more extended reading along the lines ,of

Socialism, Science, and allied subjects, should send for our Gen

eral Catalogue of Socialist and Scientific Books,



WHAT MEANS THIS STRIKE?
By DANIEL DE LEON.

"What Means "This Strike?" is an address delivered before the striking
textlle workers of New Bedford, Mass. It is the best thing extant with
which to begin the study of Socialism. The strike is used as an object lesson
to show the nature of capitalist society. The development of the capitalist
Is clearly given, showing why it is that the capitalist class is able to live in
idleness and luxury while the working class rots in poverty and toil.

CONTEN'l'S.-Wbence Do Wages Come, and Whence Profits-The Capi
talIst System of Production-Nature of the "Work" Performed by the Capi
talist-Mechanism of the Stock Corporation-Nature of the "Work" Per
formed by the "Directors" of Stock Corporations-"Original Accumulation"
-How the Capitalist in General Gets His Capital-How Levi P. Morton Got
His Capital-The Class Struggle--Nature of the Conflict Between the Work
Ing Class and the Capitalist Class-Development of Capitalist Society
Development of the Strike--How the Capitalists Rob Inventors-How the
Capitalist Uses Machinery to Rob and SUbjugate the Working Class-Why
the Modern Strike Is Usually a Failure--Principles of the Organization the
Working Class Must Have to Fight Successfuliy the Capitalist Class
Weaknesses of "Pure and Simple" Trade Unions-Career of Samuel Gompers
-~here Will Be No Safety for the Working Class Until It Wrenches the
Government from the Capitalist Class, Abolishes the Wages System of
Slavery, and Unfurls the Banner of the Socialist Republic.

Single Copies, 5 Cents; 100 Copies, $2.50.

REFORM OR REVOLUTION.
By DANIEL DE LEON.

The Reformer is everywhere. The Populists, the Single Taxers, and the
Bryanites, all claim to be losing sleep over their desire to Reform society,
and when the Socialist avers that he would not turn over his hand for all
the reforms their versatile imaginations have ever conceived, the Reformer
says he cannot understand Socialist logic. The Reform craze has struck a
good many workingmen, who would otherwise be doing valiant work fill' the
Socialist Republic. "Reform or Revolution" is intended to aid in landing
such people on the bedrock of Socialism. It is an address delivered by
Daniel DeLeon, the key-note being the desire to show the difference between
Reform and Revolution, and to demonstrate that the Workilfg Class can get
nothing out of Reforms.

CONTENTS.-Reform-Revolution-Difference Between Reform and
Revolutlon-Government-The State--Development of Government from the
Days of Savagery-Development of the Tool of Production-Origin of the
Classes--The Capitalist State Appears-Nature of the "Government" De
manded by the Socialist Revolution-Materialism and Morality-Cannibalism
-Chattel Slavery-Wage Slavery-The Class Struggle--Dlfference Between
the Nationalization of Industries Demanded by the Reformers and the Na
tionalization Demanded by the Socialists-Difference Between the Reformer
and the Revolutionist-Fake Movements: Knights of Labor, American Fed
eration of Labor, the Single Tax, Populism-Why the Socialist Labor Party
Heads the Column of the Militant Proletar-iat. •

New
Single Copies, I) Cents; 100 Copies, $2.50.

York Labor News Company,
2 to 6 New Reade St., New York.
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SOCIALISM.
By WILLIAM: SCHOLL M'CLURE.

It would be very instructive, as well as entertaining, If a complete
classification could be made of those who "object" to the zeal and energy
displayed by modern Socialists in their propaganda of Socialism. The re
former objects to the Revolution-he wants to go by degrees; and the
reformer is easily disposed of. Then comes the "good for evil" gentleman
he does not like the class struggle; and the Socialists can soon s&ttle hIm.
But when it comes to the pessimist, the man who knows what SocialIsm
demands, believes the Socialist Republic would be justice personified, and
yet blinks his eyes and says it Is all very nice to think about, but that the
remoteness of its realization should place the Socialist Republic outside the
consideration of reasoning beings---when one meets that kind of a man, one
must have tactics that wIll suit the occasion. It will not do much good to
argue with, him, but if one can persuade him to purchase a book that
treats of his particular case, one may be able to set his brain matter going.
Such a book is "Socialism." The object of the book is to scientifically
demonstrate the propositlons contained in the followipg paragraph:

"Socialism is coming. It is useless to oppose it. One might as
well fight the tides. The progress Of economic. evolution cannot be
stopped. Capitalism is but its latest phase. Born yesterday, to
morrow it must pass away. To Socialism belon,gs the future."

Mr. McClure begins his book by briefly tracing the condition of the
working class from 1200 down to 1890. Then he treats the following sub
jec,s in a manner that is genuinely Soclallst:

CONTENTS.

Effect of Machinery on the Working Class.
Anomalous Features of Capitalist Society.

1. Permanent Army of the Unemployed.
2. Growing Employment of Women and Children.
3. Overproduction.

Genesis of Capitalist Property:
1. Means flf Production Owned by the Producer.
2. Means of Production Owned by the Capitalist.

Socialism:
1. Socialism and the "Division of Wealth,"
2. Socialism and Its Use of "CapitaL"
3. Socialism and Governmental Tyranny.
4. Socialism and Utopianism.
5. Socialism and Labor Legislation.
6. Socialism and the Class Struggle.
7. SC'cialism Inevitable.
"Socialism" is a good follower for "Whll.t Means This Strike?" and

"Reform or Revolution.",
Single Copies, 5 Cents; 100 Copies, $2.50.

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS CO..!!

fa to 6 New Reade Street. New York City.



THE BULL PEN.
By THOMAS A. HICKBY.

"The Bull Pen" is one of the most valuable books published under
the direction of the SociaJlst lJRbor Party. A history is given of the develop"
ment of the Standard 011 interests in Idaho, and of the various rebellions on
We part of the miners since 1887. The events leading up to the destruction
of the concentrator are related In full, and the Bull Pen atrocity Is descrIbed
in language that Is at the same time scathing and sympathetic. The "pure
and slmplers" are dealt well-merited blows, .and the political jumping-jacks
in the Western States are shown up in their true colors. "The Bull Pen"
is an excellent pamphlet to hand to a workingman. It proves conclusively
two ....Ings: First. That to perpetuate its damnable system of capitalism the
capitalist class does not hesitate and is even ready to murder the working
class.. Second. That the most zealous allies the capitalist class has in its
murdering is that slime of the earth, the labor fakir.

CONTENTS.
CHAPTER I.-Prehistorical-Before '92-John Hays Hammoud Buys Guns

and Hires Toughs to Fight the Miners.
CHAPTER Il.-The Big Fight of '92-Capltalist Judge Beatty Enjoins the

Miners, and the capitalist Governor Declares Martial Law-Miners
Drive the Toughs Out of the County, but They Come Back Escorted by
Government Troops-Tactics of the Capitalist Press Foreshadow the
Later Tactics of the "New York World" and the "New York Journal."

CHAPTER IlL-Politics in Idaho--The Miners Capture Shoshone County
and the Capitalists of Idaho Build a Bull Pen for Them.

CHAPTER IV.-The Battle of April 29, 99-How the Concentrator Was
Blown Up--The Class Strugggle Manifests Itself~Standard Oil Com
pany Plots to Blow Up the Concentrator-Standard Oil Company's
Private Police Take Possession of the Roads Leading to the Mines
Standard Oil Company Orders Its "Guards" to Prevent the Miners from
Holding Meetings-Standard Oil Company Accomplishes Its Purpose:
the Concentrator Is Blown Up.

CHAPTER V.-The Bull Pen-The Democrat·Populist Steunenberg Applies
to the Republican President McKinley for Troops-The Republican Presl·
deut McKinley Sends Troops of the ltegular Army to "'ardner-The
Free Silver "Friend of Labor" Sinclair Conceives the Bull Pen-The
Murder of Mike Devine-Governor Steunenberg, a Member of the Inter
natIOnal Typographical Union, Issues the Proclamation by Which the
Mine Owners Are Ordered to Refuse Employment to Union Men-Text
of the Proclamation-"Bull Pen" Sinclair Threatens to Build a "Cow'
Pen" for the Wives of the Miners-Tunneling for Liberty.

CHAPTER VI.-Honesty and Thievery.
CHAPTER VI I.-The Legal Side-Capitalists as Law Breakers~Paul Cor

coran Sentenced by a Packed Jury to Seventeen Years in the Peuiten
tiary.

CHAPTER VIIl.-The Labor Fakir-The American Federation of Labor
Does Its "Duty" by Having Gompers Make a Speech---'!ohn L. Ken1wd!!,
a Labor Fakir Belonging to the International Typographical Union,
Lauds the Democrat Steunenb€l'g and Endorses Sending the Troops to
Wardner-Washington Typographical Union, to llThich Kennedy Belongs,
Endorses Kennedy-Boise Typographical Unioll, at Which "B"ll Pen"
Steunenberg Is a Member, Endorses Steunenberg.

CHAPTER IX.-The Political Side-Democrats. Republicans. and Popu!lsts
in Idaho Join Hands in Murdering the Miners-Steuenberg Tries to
Scuttle the Soc.alist Labor Party in Shoshone County. . .

CHAPTER X.-The Western Federation of Miners-The Federation Has
Experience with the "Friend of Labor" Gabbert-The Career of Dave
Coates as an Ally of the Capitalist Class-Gabbert Declares the Eight
Hour Law Unconstitutional.

CONCLUSION.-The Socialist -Labor Party-On to the Ballot-Box and the
Sociahst Republic.

Single Copies, 5 Cents; 100 Copies, $2.50.
NEW YORK LABOR NEWS CO.,2 to 6 New Reade St., New York.
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TRAGIC PAGES.
A STUDY OF THE LABOR FAKIR.

By THOMAS A. HICKEY.

The ~ocia.list La.bor Party 'asserts that those trade unions that support
at the ballot box the capitalist political parties are either conscious or un
conscious enemies of the Working Class, and that "labor leaders" of the
:Samuel UOlllpers stripe, who advise the Working- Class to support at the bal
lot box these parties, are double-dyed rascals in general and murderers of the
Working Class in particular. These "labor leaders" are called "fakirs" by
the Socialists, and the unions that they "lead" are called "pure and simple"
unions. And if one wishes eumulative evidence of the rascality of the
"fakirs," one has but to read '''rragic Pages." Mr Hickey takes the Dnited
1'.lIne Workers' Union as a type of the "pure and simple fakir-led" union, aud
by examininK jts recent histOl·Y. especially the Iiistory of its strikes, shows
that the "miuers lie uaked in the storm while their labor fakir leaders revel
in debauch."

CON'l'ENTS.

The Bow and Why of Strikes.
. l'roletarians Organized for Their Own Slaughter.

Mlners Starve in the Storm, While the Labor Fakirs Revel in Debauch.
l'artnership between Mark A. Banna and the OfficIals of the United Mine

Workers' Union.
After Robbing the Miners by 8n Iron-clad Contract, Hanna, the Mine Oper

ator, and Gold-standard Itepublican, Is Endorsed by the Free-silver Sec·
retary-Treasurer of the United Mine Workers' Union.

"Labor Legislatlon"Exemplified by Laws in Favor of the Miners:
1. The "Run of the Mines" Law. "Unconstitutional."
2. The "Checkweighman" Law. .. Unconstitutional."

Churchianity Works Hand in Hand with the Oppressors of the Miners.
Tenth Annual Convention of the United Mine W(lrkers' Union Composed of

Saloonkeepers. Lawyers. Lobbyists. Politicians, and a Few Honest Men
To Give Ii a Coloring of Rcspectability.

Politics are Inseparable from the Union.
If They Are not Sociaiist PolitIcs They Are Capitalist Politics.
Pana, Illinois:

The Men Strike. Arhitration a Failure. The Negro Pitted Against the
White. Riot Planned by the Operators. Blood and Carnage. Martial
Law. Socialist Labor Party to the Rescue.

Closing Chapters in the Mine Workers' Tragedy:
Exploited by Big and Small Capitalists, Deceived by Their "Labor

Leaders," Left in the Lurch by tbe Preachers, the lIfine Workers havp
Reached a Condition from which Nothing but the Revolutionary Inspir
ation of Socialism can Raise Them.

Unfurl the Banner of the Socialist Republic.

Price. 5 cents.

New York Labor News Company,
Nos. 2 to 6 New Reade St., New York City.



WORKING CLASS.
By KARL KAUTSKY.

Translated from the German and Adapted to America
by DANIEL DE LEON,

"The Working Class" is the first of the "Kautsky Pamphlets." The
history and growth of the Working Class and the effect of the capitalist
system of production on the ,Vorking Class are vividly portrayed. The effect
of machinery, the appearance of the army of the unemployed, the growth of
woman and child labor, and many other topics of vital interest to the
proletariat are imerestingly discussed. The book should be followed by "The
Capitalist Class."

CO~TENTS.

CHAPTER L Effect of Machinery.-Capitalist Production Increases the
Number of the Proletariat-Proletarian Labor the Source of Capitalist
Profit-How Machinery Lowers the Condition of the Working Class.

CHAPTER II.-Wages.-Slze of the Surplus Appropriated by the Caphallst
Class-Infiuences . That Tend to Raise and Lower Wages-Machinery
Enables the Capitalist Class to Exploit Women and Children.

CHAPTER IlL-Dissolution of the P"oletarian FamilY.-Woman Labor in
Industry Destpoys the Family Life of the Proletarian-Capitalist Class
Endeavoring to Abolish the l<'amlly.

CHAPTER IV.-Prostitution.-Capitalist System of Production Promotes
Prostitution-Under Capitalism, Prostitution Is a Pillar of Society.

CHAP'l'ER V.-Early Days of the Wage-Working Pr-oletariat.-Conditlon of
the Working Class During the Early Days of Capitalism-The Working
Proletariat Originally Is Merged with the Slums.

CHAPTER VL-The Uplifting of the Working Proletariat.-Contrasts Be
tween the Slums and the Worklllg Proletariat-Why the Working Class
Hates and Despises the Rich-Capitalist Class Uuconsciously ·Trains the
Working Class in the Methods Required for the Overthrow of Capitalism
-Contrasts In the Solidarity. of the Workers Under Feudalism and
Under Capitalism-Under Capitalism All Sections of the Working Class
Are Welded Together.

CHAPTER VII.-Oounter Tendencie8 That Uplift and Abase the Proletariat.
CHAPTER VII I.-The Indu8trial Re8er"e Army.-Army of the Unemployed

Is Recruited Through Immigration-Army of the Unemployed Is Re
cruited Through Woman and Child Labor-Army of the Unemployed Is
Recruited Through the Introduction of Machinery-Value of the Army
of the Unemployed to the Capitalist Class.

CHAPTER IX.-Stearly Increase of the Pr-oletariat-Mercantile and Edu
cated Proletariat.-Effect of Capitalism on Small Stores-Capitalism
Turns Education Into a Commodity-Great Increase of Educated People
-Condition of Educated Workers Continually Deteriorates-Socialist
Republic the Hope of the World.

Single Copies, 5 cents. One Hundred Copies, $2.50.

NEW ·YORK LABOR NEWS CO...
2 to 6 New Reade Street. New Yo!k City.



THE CAPITALIST CLASS.
By KARL KAUTSKY.

Translated From the German and Adapted to America
by DANIEL DELEON.

"The Capitalist Class" is the second of the "Kautsky Pamphlets." It
gives a clear-cut presentation of the growth and development of capitalism,
with the effect on the Capitalist Class, the Middle Class, and the Working
Class. The book Is an admirable antidote for the "political economy" of the
average college professor. The chapter on "Groundrent" is well adapted for
those alllicted with the Single Tax fallacy, and the chapter on "Taxation"
gives valuable data for those who still think that the "Working Class pays
the taxes." The pamphlet should be followed by "The Class Struggle."

CONTENTS.

CHAPTER I.-Commerce and Credit.-Merchants' Capital, Usurers' Capital,
Industrial Capital-Relation of Usury to the Capitalist System of Pro
duction-Relation of Institutions of Credit (Banks) to the Capitalist
System of Production.

CHAP'fER Il.--Dirision of Labor and Compctition.-Divlsion of Labor iu
the Ranks of the Capitalist Class-Free Competition in the Ranks of the
Capitalist Class.

CHAPTER III.-Pro(lt.-How the Capitalist Class Squeezes Profit Out of
the Working Class-Why the Surplus Value Taken from the Working
Class Is Steadily Increasing-Fallacy of the Single Tax Theory-Capi
talists Are Compelled to Share with the Landlords the Wealth Taken
from the Working Class.

CHAP'llDR IV.-Groundrent.-Fallacy of the Single Tax Theory-Capitalists
Are Compelled to Share with the Landlords the Weafth Taken from the
Working Class.

CHAPTER V.-Taxcs_-How the Government Gets Its Share of the Surplus
from the Capitalist Class-The Weaknesses of the Capitalist System of
Production Necessitates "Government"-First Weakness: Capitalists
Dispute Over Profits, Hence the Necessity of Courts-Second Weakness:
Capitalist Nations Must Expand Abroad, Hence War Departments
Third Weakness: Antagonisms Between Explolters and Exploited, Hence
Courts. Police, and Militia to Keep the Working Class Down-Fourth
Weakness: Creation of Crime, Hence Jails, Penitentiaries, and Re
formatories.

CHAPTER VI.-The LO'Dcring of the Rate of Pro(lt.-Small Capital Re
qUired to Do Business Sixty Years Ago--Rapid Increase of Capital and
Surplus-Decline of the Rate of Interest Does Not Mean the Reduction

of Capitalist Income.
CHAPTER VI I.-Growth of Large Production-Syndicates and Trusts.-The

Paths 'loat Lead to the 'frust-The Capitalist Becomes a Coupon-Clip
per-Stock Companies Appear, and the Usefulness of the Capitalist Ends
Small Capitalists Are Dependent on the Barge Ones-Results of Competi
tion Among Capitalists for the Market.

CHAPTER VIll.-Industrial Crises.-Sources of Industrial Crises-Why the
Crisis Is Unknown in the' First Stages of Production for Sal--.Relatlon
of Modern Commerce to Industrial Crises--JlIechanlsm of, an Industrial
Crisis Under Capitalism-The Crisis Becomes Permanent-The Interna
tional Trust Does Not Abolish the Crisis.

CHAPTER IX.-Chronic Overproduction.-Relation of Commercial and Ter
ritorial Expansion to Overprductlon-How Capitalism Digs Its Own
Grav--.The Capitalist Class Has Carried Out Its Historic Mission-The
Socialist Republic Inevitable.

Single Copies, 5 Cents; 100 Copies, $2.50.
NEW YORK LABOR NEWS CO.,2 to 6 New Reade St., New York.



THE

CLASS STRUGGLE.
By KARL KAUTSKY.

Translated FroDl the GerDlan and-Adapted to ADlerlca
by DANIEL DE LEON.

The struggfe for supremacy between the Working Class and the Capitalist
Class becomes more marked and acute as capitalist productioI' develops.
"The C.ass Struggle"' gives a comprehensive description of the nature of the
contest, its history, and its inevitable outcome. Each page is replete with
facts for the Socialist. "The Class Struggle" is the third of the "Kautsky
Pamphlets." It should be followe~ by "The Socialist Republic."

CO~TEXTS.

CHAPTER I.-Socialism and the Property-Holdillg Clas_es.-Why the
Rich Will Not Become Socialists-Property-Holding Classes Are Tied to
Capitalist Production.

CHAI''l'l<JR II.-.I>ert'ants and Menials.-The Servant Class Is the· Foe of the
Working Class.

CHAPTER IIl.-The Slums.-The Slums Are the Allies of the Capitallst
Class.

CHAPTl<JR IV. -Philanthropy and Labor Leyislation.-Capitalism Develops
Pauperism-Why Capitalists Would Not Abolish Poverty if They Could
Importance of ~'actory Laws.

CHAPTER V.-The Political Strugglc.-How the Capitalists Render Labor
Unions Ineffective-Proletariat Begins Struggle by Alliances with the
Capitalist Class-Political .-Iliances with the Capitalist Class End
The Socialist Labor Party Appears-Certainty of the Ultimate Triumph
of the Proletariat-Why the Proletariat Is Bound to End All Exploita
tion.

CHAP'!'ER VI.-The Labor Movement alld Socialism.-Development of the
Labor Movement-Utopian Socialists Were Hostile to the Labor Move
ment-"Labor Socialists" Were Hostile to the Class Struggle-Socialism
of a Hundred Years Ago the Anarchism of To-day.

CHAPTER VIl.-The Socialist Labor Party-Union Of the Labor Movement
and Socialiam.-The Socialist Labor Party and the Class Struggle
Objects and Results of the Class Struggle.

CHAPTER VIII.-Internotionolity Of the Socialist Labor Party.-DeveI9P
ment of International Lapitalism-Development of International Social
lsm-'Internationality of the Class Struggle-Marx Organizes the Inter
national Association of Workingmen-The "International" Falls with the
Paris Commune-Later Evidences of International Working Class Soli
darity.

CHAPTER IX.-The Socialist Labor Party and the Peoplc.-The SocIalist
Labor Party the Friend of the Working Class-The Socialist Labor
,Party the Friend of the Small Producer-When and Why SocIalists
Oppose the Small Producer-Small Production Cannot Defend Itself
Against Capitalism.

Single Copies, 5 cents. One Hundred Copies, $2.50.
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2 to 6 New Reade Street, New York City.
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SOCIALIST REPUBLIC.
By KARL KAUTSKY.

Translated From the German and Adapted to America
by DANIEL DE LEON.

After lL man realizes that capitalism cannot last, about the first thiIig
he wishes to know is: "What Is going to be put in its place?'~ This book is
an arsenal of facts as to the broad lines on which the Socialist Republic will
appear, and It is the only work in the English language that gives a scientific
treatment of the subject. The chapter on "The Plan of the Socialist Re
public" will be very Instructive to those who wish the specifications of the
future social organization. "The Socialist Republic" is the fourth of the
"Kautsky Pamphlets," and completes the series. For a further development
of Scientific Socialism the student is referred to "The Development of Social
Ism from Utopia to Science," by FrederIck Engels.

CONTENTS.

CHAPTER 1. Social Reform and Social Renolution.-What .ls Mea;'t by the
"Social Revolutlon"-Why the Social Revolution Is Inevitabl~Why

Social Reforms Are Useless.
CHAPTER II. Socialist Production.-Character of Primitive Production

for Common Us~Socialist Production Compared with the Older Systems
of Communal Production--.Lne Size of the Socialist Republic-Nature of
Commercial Intercourse Between Socialist Nations-Capitalist Nations
Unconsciously Prepare the World for the' Advent of Socialism.

CHAPTER IV. The j<)conotnic Significance of the State.--Growth of the
Capitallst State--Development of Capitalism Compels the State to Pe....
form New f'unct1ons-Capitalist Class Depends on the State to Regulate
the Economic Mechanism.

CHAPTER V. State Socialism and Democratic Socialism.-Government Own
ership Is Not Socialism-Why the Capitallsts Resort to Government
Ownership---Logic of the Sociallst Labor Party Compared with the Star
Gazing of Other Parties.

CHAPTER VI. The "Plan" of the Socialist RepubUc.-Aposties of Capital
ism Demand the Specifications of tbe Socialist Republic-Society Is Not
a Social Edillc~Social Evolution Does Not Become Evident Until the

. Advent of Capitalism-Socialist Republic Is Not a Capitalist Enterprise;
There Is No Stock for Sale---Nature of the Socialist Republic Will Be
Determined by the-Economic Development, Not by Preconceived "Plans"
All Social Forms Have Been the Result of Class Struggles-Influence
of Individuals on Social Evolution-Why the Socialist Labor Party De
clines to Exhibit a Prospectus of the Socialist Republic-Extent to
Which Inquiries Relative to the Nature of SoclaUst Society May Be
Pushed.

CHAPTER VII. Abolition of the Family.-The Family Cannot be Created
or Abolished by Decree--Present Form of ,the Family Not RepUlsive to
Socialism-Condition of Women Under Capitalism Compared With Her
Condition Under Socialism.

CHAP'l'ER VIII. Confiscation of Propertll.-Confiscatlon Is Not II. Part ot
the Socialist Program-The Nature of the Transition from Capitalism to
Socialism Depends Largely on the Capitalist Class-Socialist Production
Does Not Require Socialist Ownership of Non-Productive Wealth, Nor
Even of All the Instruments of Production-The Capitalists as Confisca-



tors and Expropriators-Capitalism Turns the Small Producer Into a
Homeless Proletarian-How Socialism Would Improve the Condition of
the Small Producer

CHAPTER IX. Di'-'"ision of Products Under Socialism.-Capltalists, Them
selves, Have Always Been the' Great Dividers-Socialism Does Not Pro
pose to Divide the Instruments of Production, but to Concentrate Them.
Distrihution of Products of Labor Depends on the System of Production
Socialist Production Imposes Rigid Limits to the Possible Division of
Products-Socialism Does Not Propose That Everyone Shall Have an
"Equal Share" of the Product of Collective Labor-Capitalists Deplore
the "Equalization of Incomes," Yet They Are Doing Their Best to Accel
erate That "Equalization"-Capitalist "Equalization" vs. Socialist Equal
ization-Superiority of Socialist Society Over Capitalist Society.

CHAPTER X. Socialism a'nd Freedom.-"Freedom of Labor" Under Capi
talism-Freedom of Labor Disappeared with the Downfall of Small
Production-l"reedom of Labor Under Socialism-Socialist Freedom of
Labor the Foundation of the Highest l"reedom Possible--How Machine
Labor Affects the Mind of the Proletariat-Proletariat Displays. Great
Thirst for Knowlede--The Socialist Republic Opens the Portals of Cui·
ture to the Proletariat. •

Single Copies, 6 Cents; 100 Copies, $2.60.

TAXATION AND THE WORKINC CLASS.
By LUCIEN SANIAL.

It is a favorite assertion of Capitalist Politica! economists and poli
ticians that the Working Class pays the taxes. It is, on the contrary, a
terse proposition of the Socialist Labor Party that the Working Class pays
no taxes. "Taxation and the' Working Class" has been written, under the
direction of the National Executive Committee of the Socialist Labor Party,
to demonstrate that the Socialist position is impregnable.

CONTE:\"TS.

All Wealth Produced by the Work-
ing Class.

How the Capitalists Get the Wealth.
The Power of Taxation.
The Theory of Equal Taxation.
The Evolution of Taxation.
The American System of Taxation.
Wages and Taxation:

1. Taxation Does Not Reduce
Wages.

2. Taxation May Increase Wages.

Prices and Taxation.
Retail Prices of Necessaries Not

Allected by Fluctuations of the
Wholesale Market.

Amount of Taxes on Commodities
Consumed by the Working 'Class
is too Insignificant to Deserve
Notice. .

How Socialists Will Wield the
"Weapon" of Taxation.

Single Copies, 6 Cents; 100 Copies, $2.60.
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D~Y~t~PM~NI ~f S~tIAtISM
FROM UTOPIA TO SCIENCE.

By FREDERICK ENGELS.

Translated From the German by DANIEL DE LEON.

"The Development of Socialism from Utopia to Science" is probably the
most valuable book written by Engels. It Is especially valuable to-day, when
the literary parasites of the capitalist class are flooding the press with essays
labeled "Socialism," in which everything is called Socialism from a "profit
sharing" bakery to the Government, Printing Office. In "TheDevelopment of
Socialism from Utopia to Science," Engels traces historically and economically
the growth of Socialism, and in this translation a studied attempt has been
made to avoid all purely scholastic or academic terms, and to convey the idea
of the author In that plain and simple language that Is adapted to the
proletariat.

Perhaps the most valuable feature of the new edition is the sUbhead
ings--they give a clear idea of the subject matter of each page, and will
materially aid the student.

CO:'<TE:'<'l'S.

CHAPTER I.-Utopian ,<iocialism.-Two Aspects of Modern Socialism-The
Forerunners of the Proletariat-'l'he Reign of Reason and the Reign of
Terror-Rudimental Stage of Capitalist Production-The Founders of
Socialism-Saint Simon Perceives the Class Strugggle--Fourier Dis
covers the Vices of Capitalism-Owen Becomes a Communist and Is
Ostracized-Owen's Influence of the Warking Class Movement-Effect
of Utopian Thought.

CHAPTER n.-Metaphysics, Dialectics, and the Materialist Oonception. of
History-Metaphysical Reasoning: Bacon and Locke--Dialectlcal Rea
soning: Kant and Kegel-Idealist Conception of N'ature--Materialist
Conception of N ture--Idealist Conception of History-Materialist
Conception of History-Socialism Becomes a Science.

CHAPTER III. Scientific Socialism.-Basis of the Materialist Conception
of History-Capitalist Class Destroys Feudal Society-Historic Role of
the Capitalist Class-Capitalist Concentration Begins-Wage Slavery
Begins--Capltalist Production Revolutiouizes Industry-Effect of Ma
chinery on the Working Class-Effect of Machinery on the Capitalist
Class--Industrial Crises Become Permanent-Mode of Production Rebels
Against Mode of EXchange--Stock Companies Prove That the Capitalist
pass Is SuperflWlUs-Government Ownership Is Not Socialism-The
Socialist Revolution-The "Stde" Dies a Natural Death-The "Classes"
Are Abolished-'l'he SocialIst Reputlic Appears.

CHAPTER IV. Recopitulation.-Nature of Medieval Society- -l':ature of
Capitalist Revolution-Nature of Socialist Revolution.

Single Copies, 5 Cents; 100 Copies, $2.50.
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TERRITORIAL EXPANSION.
:By LUCIEN SANIAL.

"Territorial Expansion" has been written to show what a trustworthy
guide the Socialist conception of history is in tracing the causes of the rush
for territorial expansion by modern capitalist nations in general and by the
United States in particular. In the words of the author, "They must expand
abroad or burst." The relation of territorial expansion to the interests of the
Working Class is treated in a spirit that Is genuinely Socialist; and "surplus.
value." which Is the basis of Capitalist exploitation of the Working Class, Is
clearly explained.

CONTEXTS.
Balance of Trade.
Popular J;'allacies:

1. Protection and Surplus Value.
2. Free Trade and Surplus Value.
a. Exchange and Surplus Value.

Sulfocation by Wealth.
I'Jffect on Working Class of De

creased Purchasing Power.
Profits and Failing Prices.
How Capitalists "Realize" the Sur

plus Value of Labor.
Historic Course of Commerce:

1. Commercial Expansion.

2. Territorial Expansion.
Development of American Commerce:

F lrst Step-Use England's Commer
cial Machinery.

Second Step-J!lstabllsh Direct
Commercial Agencies and Build
Up a Mercantile Marine.

Third Step-Territorial Expan
sion: Cuba, Porto Rico and the
Philiplnes.

Logic of the Situation.
Attitude of the Sociali.ts.
Inevitableness of Socialism.

Price, I'> cents.

THE NE"'" TRUSTS.
By LUCIEN SANIAL.

This book is a most valuable one to all who would intelligently grasp the
"Trust Problem." It is replete with facts to prove the correctness of the
position of the Socialist Labor Party that the Trust Is but another. step of
Capitalism toward its own grave dug by its own forces. •

The book contains many telling paragraphs relative to the effect on the
Working Class of the growing truSbJlCation of Industries. It is the only book
published that treats the Trust from the point of view of the Working Class,
and it is likewise the only book that brings the data down to date. There
are also Interesting monographs on the "Origin, Rise and Decline of the
Middle Class," and on "German Trade Unionism." The scope of the book can
best be seen by its contents.

CONTENTS.

The Iron and Steel Trusts. I The Electricity Trusts.
The Tobacco Trusts. Other Great Trusts.
The Whiskey, Beer, and Malt Trusts. The Middle ~Iass.

The Grain, Flour, Biscuit, and Bak- The Foreign Trade of the United
Ing Powder Trusts. States in 1880 and In 1898.

The Pulp and Paper Trusts. Origin, Rise, and Decline of the
The Rubber Trusts. Middle Class.

German Trade Unionism.

Price, I'> cents.

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS COMPANY,
Nos. 2 10 6 New Reade St., New York City.
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SOCIALIST ALMANAC.
By LUCIEN SANIAL.

The 8cience of Modern Socialism is based upon facts. To present this
8c1ence, the 80cialist must be equipped with the facts upon which it rests,

,while he who would attempt to refute the Science must also be equipped with
those facts. With the object of making these facts easily accessible to friend
and foe alike, the National Convention of the Socialist Labor Party held in
U1ll6 Instructed the National Executive Committee to have prepared a book
which would contain the data necessary for the successful propaganda of
80ciallsm, and at the same time give the American people a reliable history of
International 80cialism. Lucien 8anial, of New York City, was directed to
proceed with the work. It required two years of labor to collect and arrange
the data. Upon the completion of his task the book was issued with the title
"The 80cialist Almanac," a stout volume of 230 pages.

The first part of "The Almanac" is historical, and gives a detailed
history of 80cialism III the various countries of Europe from its incipiency
down to the present day. The second part consists of instructive theoretical
and statistical articles on every subject connected with capitalism and the
workIng class. This second part is truly a mine of information for the
workingman. It contains a vast amount of valuable information, which no
one could obtain but at an enormous expense of time and labor In tedious
researcn through omclal and other documents not readily accessible. Every
workingman and every student should have a copy of the Socialist Almanac.
It is authority in all disputes, and will settle every argument.

CONTENT8.
PART 1.

HISTORY OF SOCIALISM IN GERMANY.-Begins with Fichte In 1793.
Influence of 8t. 8imon and Fourier. Weitling. Winkelblech. Rodbertus.
Karl Marx. Frederick Engels. Organization of the League of the
Communists, UH7. Manifesto of the Communist Party, 1848. Influ
ence of the Communist League. l'rogressists Engage Schultze·Delltzsch
to Organize the Proletariat in the Interests of the Capitalist Class.
Ferdinand Lassalle Opposes the Progrcss.sts. General Society of German
Workingmen Is Organized, 1863. Marx Organizes International Asso
ciation of Workingmen. Divergence of Marxists and Lassallians. Wil
helm Llebknecht. August Bebel. Seven Socialists Elected to the Reich
stag, 1867. Marxists Organize Social Democratic Party, 1869. Influ
ence of Franco-Pruss ian 'Val'. Socialists Poll 101,927 Votes In 1871.
Bismarck Shows His Hand. Gotha Congress, 1875, Unites Marxists and
Lassallians. 486,843 \ otes in j 877. Bismarck Urges Enactment of
"Exceptional Law" Against 80cialists; Bill is Defeated. New Reichstag
passes the Bill. Exceptional Law becomes Operative in 1878. Scope
of the Law; Socialist Literature Forbidden; Property Confiscated;
80cialists Exiled. Bismarck as a Reformer. Vote in 1884 shows Crush
ing Defeat for Bismarck. Police Brutalities Enormous. Socialists Im
prisoned. Young William Ascends Throne and Throws Sop to Labor.
Progress of Socialist'Vote During Twelve Years of "Exceptional Law."
Law of Exception Expires in 1890. Socialist Activity Immense. The
80cialist Press. Vote of 1893. Vote of 1898.

HISTORY OF SOCIALISM IN ITALY.-Political Make-Up of Italy. Maz
zlni's Treachery to the Proletariat. Bakunin Heads the Socialist Move
ment in 1867. Bakunin Becomes an Anarchist and Heads the "Revolu·
tionary Internationai Brothers." Sketch of Organization. Struggie Be
tween 80cialism and Anarchism Begins. Bakunin Is Expelled from the
International, 1872. Bakunin retains his grip on Italian Movement.
Tactics of Bakunin's Lieutenants. Progress of Socialism In Italy.
Bakunin Dies in 1876. Movement Splits. Nature of Repressive Laws.



Socialists .Elect Two Men to Parliament, 1883. Anarchists Under Mala
te8ta Attack Socialists. Decline of Anarchism. Italian Workingmen's
Party Founded, 1891; Polls 27,000 Votes in 1892. Peasants Join the
SocialIsts. Relation of Lanalord to Peasant. Government Manufac
tures "Riots." Man of "Force" N~eded. Crispi Appears, 1893. Crispl
"Discovers" Rebellion in Sicily. Peasants sent to Prison. Crispl De
mands "Stringent" Laws. Parliament Refuses. Anarchists Resort to
Violence, and Crispi Forces Through Parliament His "Laws of Ex
ception" Against Socialists. Courts Blocked With Trials of SocialIsts.
Reign of Terror. Socialists Deprived of Franchise. Elections of 1895
Give 76,000 Votes for Socialists. Downfall of Crisp!. Elections of 1897
Give 134,496 Votes for Socialists. Analysis of the Vote. Attitude of
the ItalIan Socialist Party Toward the Peasantry and Toward the Small
Producer.

HISTORY OF SOCIALISM IN SPAIN.-Forerunners of SocialIsm. Teach
ings of Fourier and Cabet.. Effect of Revolution of 1848. Spanish
Federation of the International Organized in· 1870. Spanish Capitalists
Demand Legislation agains, Socialists. Government Outlaws the Inter
national as Contrary to "the Conscitution, the Public Safety, the State,
God, Property, and the Family." Sagasta Tries Repression, but Soclal
ist8 Increase. Bakunin's Lieutenants Control Machln~ry of Spanish
International. Spanish International SplIts into Marxists and Anarch
Ists. Marxists Form the "New Federation." Insurrection of Madrid.
Federal Democratic Republic Proclaimed, 1873. Anarchists Affiliate
with Bourgeoisie. Insurrections Break Out All Over Spain. Carthagena
Capitulates, 1874. Capitalists Push Castelar Into Power. Republic
Dies. Monarchy Again Proclaimed. Decline of the Spanish Interna
tional and the Anarchists. Growth of the New Federation (Marxists).
Social Democratic Party Organized in 1882. Capitalist Persecution and
Anarchist Obstruction Impede the Locialists. Effect on Anarchists of
International Congress of 1891. Socialists Stand Firm for Social Revo
lution. Results of Elections of '93, '95, '96 and '97. Rebellions In Cuba
and the Philippines.

HISTORY OF SOCIALISM IN BELGIUM.-Insurrections of 1815. Buonar
otti, an Associate of Babouf, li'lnds Refuge in Belgium. Doctrines of

• St. Simon and Fourier Take Root. Sketch of Colonel Colins. Hector
Denis, William De Greef, Cesar de Paepe. De Paepe becomes a Marxist
in 1860. Marxists and Proudhonlans (Anarchists) Begin to Diverge.
Lieutenants of Bakunin Obtain a Following in Belgium. Expulsion of
Bakunin by the International Congress of 1872 Proved Fatal. to the
Organization in Belgium. Chasm Between Socialists and Anarchists
Grows Wider. Belgian Labor Party Founded in 1885. Ag-itatlon for
Universal Suffrage Begins. Extremists Demand a "General Strike" in
1887. Extremists Are Defeated. National Congress In 1890 Calls fOl'
Popular Demonstration in Favor of Universal Suffrage. Capitalist
Chamber of Deputies Decides to "Consider" the Question. Delay Angers
the Socialists. Call for a "General Strike" Threatened. Government
Weakens and Declares In Favor of Revising Constitution. New Assembly
Takes Up the Question. New Assembly Strangles Universal SUffrage on
April 11, 1893. Belgian Socialists Declare the General Strike. Govern
ment Calls Out Troops. In Antwerp the Soldiers Rally Round the Red
Flag. At Liege the Militia Cheer for the Social Revolution. Govern
ment Gets Frightened and Passes the Franchise Bill in Two Hours.
Analysis of the Parties in the Field: Conservatives, Doctrinaires, 1'1'0
gressists, Socialists. Socialists (1894) Poll 345,959 Votes and Elect 29
Deputies. Municipal Elections Follow. Chamber of Deputies Gets
Frightened and Restricts the Franchise. SocialIsts Obtain Representa
tives In 288 Communes. Elections of 1898. Socialists Increase TheIr
Vote to 534,324.

HISTORY OF SOCIALISM IN AUSTRIA.-Movement Begins in 1867. UnI
versal Suffrage Demanded in 1868. Abolition of Army Demanded In 1869.
Disfranchisement of Proletariat Prevents PolItical Action. Growth
of SocialIsm From 1880 to 1887. Socialism Spreads in Bohemia. The
Czechs Fall Into Line. Government Sends Socialists to Prison and the
Guillotine. Papers Are Suppressed. Relgn ilf '!'error Ceases, fec",IlHj-



tles of Austrian Politics. Congress of Vienna. Government Insists on
"No Politics in Trade Unions." Proletariat Again Demand Universal
Suffrage. Government Quails Before Socialist Cohorts and Grants a
Limited Suffrage. Nature of the New Law: the Aristocracy, the Great
Capitalists, the Small Capitalists, the Peasantry, the Proletariat. Cam
paign of 1897 Opens Up. Socialists Poll 750,000 Votes Amidst Govern
ment Oppression and Police Brutality, and Elect 12 men to Reichstag.
Review of Austrian Socialist Movement.

HISTORY OF SOCIALISM IN POLAND.-Marxian Socialists Start the
Movement in 1877 at the University of Warsaw. Official Paper Started
in Geneva in 1879. Socialists Group Themselves Into a Secret Organiza
tion, "The Proletariat," in 1882. Russian Oppression Begins. In- 1886
Four Socialists Are Hanged, 25 Sent co Siberia for Life After Trial, and
2,000 Sent to Siberia Without Trial. Polish Socialist Party Founded In
1892. Demands of the Party. Foreign League of Polish Socialists Is
Founded. Polish Socialist Papers and Literature. Peculiarities of the
Polish Socialist Movement.

GROWTH OF SOCIALISM IN EUROPE-Growth of Socialism In Europe as
Shown by the Election Returns of Various Countries.

'PART II.

THE CLASSES-Statistical Ta.bles and Oomments.-The Classes According to
Occupations. 'J'he Classes According to PopUlation. The Plutocratic
Class. 'l'he Mercantile MidUle Class. The Agricultural Middle Class.
'l'he Professional Class. 'l'he Wage-working Class.

DISTIUBUTION OF WEALTH.
PROGRESS OF BANKRUPTCY-Statistical Tables and Oomments.-Commer

cial Failures in the United States, 1857-1897. I<'ailures in the United
States and Canada, According to Capital I<Jmployed. 1893-1897.

THE TRUSTS-Statistical Tables and Oomments.-Prlncipal Trusts Incorpor
ated in New Jersey. Other Trusts, Pools, Combines.

FE;lcIALE AND CHILD LABOR-Statistical 1'ables.-Number of Women In
Occupations in 1870 and 1890, by Classes and (jroups. Number of
Children in Occupations, 1880-1890.

AGRICULTVRE-Statistical Table.•.-The Farms of the United States fn
1850, 1860, 1870, 1880, and 1890. Valuaclons. . Agricultural Increase
Compared with the Increase of Population. Number of Farms, Accocding
to Acreage. in 1880 and 18110. J'J'oportions in which the I,'arming
Land was Divided into Farms in 1880 and 1890. Number and Size of
Farms. According to Tenure, in 1880 and 1890. Agricultural Machinery.
Average Value of Implements and :\lachinery per I<'arm. Average Annual
Increase of the Value of Implements and Machinery per I<'arm. Number
of Agricultural Laborers. 1880-1890. Wheat: l'roduction, Acreage, Yield
per Acre, Value of Crops, etc., from 1867 to 1897. Corn: Production,
Acreage, Yield per Acre, Value of Crops, etc., from 1867 to 1897. Com
ments on Tables of Wheat and Corn. Increase or Deaease of Farm Animals,
1880-1894. Increase or Decrease of Farm Animals,18I';u-1890. Increase
or Decrease of Farm Animals. 1890-1894. Decrease of Cattle, Sheep,
and Swine per 100 Inhabitants, 1860-1894. Number and Value of Farm
Ammals, 1892-1897. - Quantity and Va.ue of Agricultural Products, 1880.
Value of Agricultural Products. 1890. Average Yield of Grain per Acre
in Various Countries. Wages of Farm Labor. Wages and Profits on
Truck Farms. Increased Productivity of Farm Labor.

.MANUFACTURES-Statistical Tables and Oomments.-Comparative Sum
mary, 1870, 1880, 1890. Percentage of Increase, 1870-1880 and 1880
1890. Great Industries in whIch the Number of Establishments De
creased and the Capital per Establishment Increased from 1880 to 1890.
Great Industries In which the number of Establishments Increased
Slightly, While the Capital per Establishment Increased largely from 1880
to 1890. Great Industries in. which the number of Establishments In
creased and the Capital pel' Establishment Decreased from 11,l80 to 1890.
Building Industries: Number of Establishments and Capital per Estab
Iish!Dent, 1880 an<l 1890. The Building Industry, lncluqlng Materials,



in 1890. Printing and Publishing: ;l;umber 0, Establishments and Cap
ital per Establishment, 1880 and 1890. Printing, lCngraving, and Pub
lishing Industry, Including Materials, in 1890. Clothing, Men's: Num
ber of Establishments and CapItal per Establishment, 1880 and 1890.
The Clothing Industry in 1890. Capitalist Concentration in Manufacture.
Clerical l<'orce In Manufacture. Net Product of Manufacturing Industry.
Share of Labor In its Product. Comparative "Earnings" of Wage Work
ers and Profit Makers. "Savings" and Waste of Capitalist Class. Land
Values in Manufacture. Machinery In Manufacture. Machine Shop Products
in 11>90. Textile Industry in 1890. Boot and ~noe Industry in 1870,
1880, and 1890. Number of Men, Women, and Children in the Boot and
Shoe Industry in 1870, 1880, and 1890. Coal Production. Pig-Iron
Production. Crude Steel Production. Food-Preparing Industries in
1890.

SAVINGS BANKS-Statistical Tables and COllllllents.-Condltion of Savings
Banks in the United States in 1897. Number of Depositors, Amount
Deposited, and Average to Each Depositor In the Savings Banks of
J<lach State in 1897. Number of Depositors, Amount Deposited, and
Average Deposits in all the Savings Banks of Various Countries in 1895.
Who Owns the Savings?

FINA;I;CIAL STATISTICS-Statistical Tables and COlllments.-The World's
Banking Power. Production of Gold and Silver In the World Since We
Discovery of America. Bullion Value of 371'h Grains of Pure Silver In
Each Year from 1850 to 1897. Commercial Ratio of Silver to Gold from
1687 to 1897. Private and Public Debt in the United States. Total
Wealth and Annual Value of all Products, 1850 to 1890. Wealth of
Nations.

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS--Statistical Tables and Uomlllents.-Number of
Strikes, and of Establishments and workers involved in the United States
from 1881 to 1894. Losses to Employes and Employers in the United
States, 1881 to 1894. Results of Strikes in the United States, 1881 to
1894. Duration of Strikes and Lockouts in the United States, 1881 to
1894. Sex of I<Jmployes thrown out of Employment by Strikes and
Boycotts in the United States from 1881 to 1894. Number and member
ship of British Trade Unions, by Groups of Industries. 1894 and 1895.
Expenditures of 100 British Trade Unions in 1894 and 1895. Financial
Operations of 100 British Trade Unions in Each Year from ]892 to 1895.
Changes in Hate of Wages and Hours of Labor in Great Britain, from
1893 to 1896. Membership of 100 British Trade Unions aud Funds on
hand at end of Year 1895. Receipts of 100 British Trade Unions, 1895.
Trade Unions In France. Strikes in France from 1890 to 1896. Results
of Strikes in France in 1896. Arbitration in France. Strikes in Austria,
from 1891 to 1895. Results of Strikes in Austria in 1895. Strikes In
Switzerland, from 1860 to 1894. Results of Strikes in Switzerland in
1895. Strikes In Italy, from 1879 to 1895. Results of Strikes in Italy
from 1878 to 1895. Trade Unions in Holland.

RAILROADS-Finances, Labor, Accidents, etc.
TELEPHONES AND TELEGRAPH8.
POPULATION-Of the United States, White and Colored, 1790-1890. Of the

United States Each Year, 1891-1897. Of the UnIted States, hy Occupa
tion and Sex, 1870, 1880, 1890. Of Germany.

NATIONAL BA.NKS.
MINERAL PRODUCTS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1896.
SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY-Socialist Vote by States, from 1890 to 1897.

Socialii\t Vote in New York, hy Counties. Socialist Vote in Connecticut,
by Cou·nties. Socialist Vote in Massachusetts, by Counties. Socialist
Vote In Rhode Island, by Counties. Socialist Vote In New Jersey by
Counties.
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Manifesto of the Communist Party.
BY KAR.L MAR.X AND FR.EDER.lc;K ENGELS.

,;t.

Aatborlzed Engllsb Translation. Edited and annotated by

FREDERICK ENGELS.

The "Manifesto of the Comm unist Party" was published in
1848, as the platform of the "Communist League," a' working
men's association, which was first exclusively ~rma:n, later on
international, and, under the political conditions of the Continent
before 1848, unavoidably a secret. society. At a congress of the
League. held in London in November, 1847, Marx and Engels

• were commissioned to prepare for publication a complete theo
retical and practiCal program fOr the party. This program was
called the "Manifesto of the Communist Party," And the "Com
munist Manifesto," as It Is now more generally known, may be
said to be the basis on which modern scientific socialism has
built its world-wide structure. .

Relative to the principles on which the "Ma nlfesto" Is based.
the following paragraph written by Engels will prove Instructive:

The fundamental proposltlcm which forms the nucleus of the "Man
Ifesto" belongs to MArx. That proposition is: That in every historical
t>poch the prevailing mode of economic production and exchange, and
the social organization necessarily foUowing from it, form the ba....ls
OD which Is built up, and from which alone oan be explained, the po
litical and intellectual history of that epoch; that consequently the
whole history of society (since the dissolu,jjon of primitive tribal so
ciety, holdillS" land in common ownership,) nas been a history of class
struggle&--Contests between the exploiting and exploited classes, the
ruling and the oppressed classes; tha.t the history of these struggles
forms a series of evolution In which, nowadays,. a stage. has been
reached where the exploited and oppressed class (the proletariat) can
not attain Its emancipation from the sway of the exploiting and ruling

}

Cia..«S (the bourgeoisie, the capitalists) without, at the same time, and
once for all, emancipating society at large from all exploitation, op
pression, class distinctions and class struggles.

The principles enunciated In the "Manifesto" are as true to-day
as they were fifty years ago, and it Is upon these principles that
the Class Conscious Proletariat of the United States are hammer
ing their way to the Socialist Republic.

PUBLISHED BY THE NEW YORK LABOE NEWS COMPANY FOR THlI:

80CIALIST LABOR PABTY OF THE UNITED STATES.

PRICE. 10 CENTS.

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS COMPAN~

g,4 ftl\d (i !'iew R~e Str!ll}t, NI}w Yqrk City.



• 'THE •

fighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte
BY KARL MARX.

Translated by DANIEL DE LEON for the Socialist Labor Party.

''The Eighteenth Bruma.lre of Lou1s Bonaparte" Is one of Karl
Marx's most profound and brilliant monographs. It may be consid
ered the best work extant on the philQsophy of history, especially on
the history of the Movement of the Proletariat, together with t,he
bourgeois m.a.nifesations that accompany the saIlle, and the tactics
'that such conditions dictate.

The recent Populist uprising, the more recent "Debs Movement,"
the thousand and one utopian and chimerical notions that are tlaring
up, the capitalist III.ll.I1reuvres, the hO'j)eless, helpless grasping after
straws that characterizes the conduct of the bulk of the Working Class
-all of these, together with the empty-headed, ominous figures that
are springing into notoriety for a time, and have their daY, mark the
present period of the Labor Movement In the Unlted States a critical
one. The best information acquirable, and the best mental training ob
tainable, are requisite to steer through the existing chaos that the
death-tainted social system of to-day creates all around us. To aid In
this needed information and mental training, this instructive work by
Marx is made accessible to English readers, and Is recommended to
the serious study of the serlo,us.

For the assistance of those who are unfa.miliar with the history of
France, and who might therefore be conflli3l6d by some of the terms
used by Marx, the following explanations may prove timely:

On the 18th Brumalre, (November 9, 1799,) the development of af
fairs in France enabled Napoleon Bonaparte to take the step that led
with Inevitable certa1nty to the imperial throne. The clrCUlllBtances
that, fifty years later, aided his nephew, Louis Bonaparte, to take a
similar step with a similar result, gives the name to this work-"The
Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte."

Upon the overthrow of the first Napoleon came the restoration of
the Bourbon throne-Louis XVIII., succeeded by Charles X. In July,
1830, an uprising of the upper tier of the capitalist class (the aristocracy
of finance) overthrew the Bourbon throne and set up the throne of
Orleans, a younger branch of the House of Bourbon, with Louis
Philippe as king. From the month In which thls revoluuon occurred,
Louls PhlJippe's monarchy Is called the "July Monarchy," III Febru
ary, 1848, a revolt of the lower tier of the capitalist class (the "in
dustrial bourgeoisie") against the aristocracy of finance dethroned
Louis Phllippe. This affair, also named from the month in which it
took place, is called the "February Revolution." And the "Eighteenth
Brumalre of Louis Bonaparte" starts-with the "February Revolution."

Despite the Inapplicableness t<> America of the politicai names
Ilind political leaderships described In the "Eighteenth Brumaire," both
these names and lea.dershlps are to such an extent the product of an
eoonomic-soclal development that has taken place In the United States
with even greater sharpness than In France, and have, likewise, their
real or threatened counterp.a.rts here so completely, that by this work
of Marx we are best enabled to understand our own history, to know
whence we rome, whither we are going, and how to conduct ourselves.

78 PAGES. TIlE FRONTISPIECE IS A PICTURE OF MARL
PRICE. 25 OENTS.

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS COMPANY.
2 4 and 6 New Reade Street, New York CilJ.



ERIN'S HOPE.
1"E END 4ND 18E MUNS.

By JAMES CONNOLLY, Editor of "Tbe Workers' Republic," tbe Oftlclal
Organ of the Irish Socialist Republican Party.

"Erin's Hope: The End and the )Ieans." is an excellent book for agita·
I'on among Irish and Irisb-American Workingmen. The author traces the
natural development of Ireland from the days when the land was common
property down through the stormy period of the English conquest to the
present. He shows that the struggles of the Irish with their Englisb con
querors was a struggle over tbe metbod of ownersbip of land, the Irlsb
standing for common ownersbip, tbe Englisb struggling for Individual own·
ersbip. Tbe development of tbe Irlsb Middle Class is interestingly told, and
tbe fallacy of Home Rule as a remedy for Ireland's wrongs is clearly demon·
strated. 'Tbe book closes witb a ringing appeal to tbe Irisb Working Class 01
America to slap In the face tbe capitalists Grants, Gilroys and Crokers, and
join en masse tbe militant Socialist Labor Party.

COXTENTS.

CHAPTER I.-Conditions 'for a Successful Revolution-Failure of Revolu·
tlon of 1848-Failure of Fenian :l-Iovement-Programs of Irish Politics
Have Always Been Broad and Loose to Calch the Masses-Program of
Revolutionary Movement Must Be "arrow and Intolerant.

CHAPTER n.-up to the Conquest, Land in Ireland Was Common Prop
erty-In England Land "'as Private Property; Hence the Struggle Be
tween tbe Two Nations-How rue English Government Succeeded in
AbolIshing Common Property in Land in Ireland.

CHAPTER III.-Breaking of Kilkenny Confederation In 1649 Dismembers
Irish Clans-Development of Irisb Middle Class-Middle Class Willing
to Accept Home Rule----Home RUle Would Not Benefit Working Class
Home Rule Would Simply Change Residence of Exploiters ~'rom Londoll
to Dublin-Reasons Why Ireland Cannot Become a Manufacturing
Country.

CHAPTER IV.-Capitallst System of Production-Food and Clotblng Are
Produced for Private Profit--Worklngman Must Sell His Labor Power
Results of Competition-Home Rule Wlil Xot Remed, Evils of Capi
talism-Irish Socialist Republic the Only Remedy-Organization of In·
dustry Under Socialism.

CHAPTER V.-Appeal of the Irisb Socialist Republican Party to tbe Irish
Working Class of America to join tbe Socialist Labor Party.

CHAPTER VI.-Why the Irisb·American Workingman Should Join tbe 80
clallst Labor Party.

Price, Scents.

New York Labor News Company,
Nos. 2 to 6 New Reade St., New York City.
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SOCIALISM AND SLAVERY.
By H. M.HYNDMAN.

In civilized society every person must have food, clothing, and
~helter in or.der to exist at all, while if one really lives, education
must be added, as well as some of the material comforts. Therefore,
the Socialists say that every able-bodied person should perform his
equitable .share of the labor necessary to supply.this food, clothing,
:shelter, education, and these material comforts. _

Herbert Spencer discovered this demand of the Socialists some
years ago, and read it with amazement. Mr. Spencer, by a series of
"happy circumstances," has been able to have more food, clothing,
shelter, education, and material comforts than· he knows what to d-o
with, without ever having lifted a finger toward producing any of
them. And he conceived as "~lavery" any social system that would
give him the option to produce the food he eats and the clothes he
wears, or go hungry and naked. He embodied his opinions relative
thereto in an essay entitled "The Coming Slavery," in which he. de
livers himself of a good deal of capitalist criticism of the Socialist
Republic.

H. M. Hyndman took the matter up, and in an essay entitled
"Socialism and Slavery" Uses Socialist Science to dispose of each of
Herbert Spencer's objections. Mr. Hyndman takes Spencer's defini
tion of slavery, and by means of it shows what every workingman
knows-that the working class to-day is the slave of the capitalist
class.•

In the course of his essay, Mr. Hyndman brings forward the
fundamental principles of Socialism, and demonstrates conclusively ./
that "Socialism means for all future generations, not Slavery, but full
~nd never-ending Freedom."

"Socialism and Slavery" will be helpful to those who wish to
see how easily the average "intellectual" objections to Socialism are
disposed of.

PRICE, FIVE CENTS.

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS COMPANY,
2 to 6 New Reade Street, New York City.
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THE WEEKLY PEOPLE~
is a paper that the intelligent workingman cannot get along without. It:
is owned by .the Socialist Labor Party, and is used by that Party as a.
weapon to smite from power the capitalist class, abolish the capitalist Sys
tem of pNduction, and with the mighty vvice of the

WORKING CLASS PROCLAIM • • •
• • • THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC.

The Weekly People contains the cream of all that appears in the
Daily People. Its editorials puncture the sham questions raised by
capitalist papers and capitalist politicians to confuse the working class:
It devotes special attention to those kindred foes of the working class,

THE CAPITALIST AND THE LABOR FAKIR.
Its correspondence columns contain interesting contributions from work- '
ingmen from all over the country, and give a good indication of the growth
of the revolutionary spirit in the working class.

Do you wish to know why it is that the

VANDERBILTS AND ROOKEFELLERS OAN IDLE
AWAY THEIR TIME IN YAOHTS AND PALAOFJ
OARS WHILE TIlE WORKINGMEN WHO SLAVB
IN THEIR FAOTORIES AND MINES VEGETATE
IN POVERTyr

You will find the question answered in the Weekly People.
to know how "useful" the capitalist is? You will find the "qUestion
IInswered in the Weekly People. Do you wish to know what a bona fide
Trade Union shOUld be'! You will find the question answered in. the
,Weekly People. In short, if you wish to knowhow the

WORKING ~lASS CAN ABOLISH WAGE SLAVERY,
you should 'read the Weekly People. Hyou are nota Socialist, it
will make you one. If you area Socilillist, it will put you in touch with,
t~'Qrganized .socialist Movllment.

SUbscriPtionPrice-'4iO cents· a year; 25 cents for six months;
centS, .for thr.ee mon:ths.~ample copies free.

'THEWEEKLY PEOPLE,

·"'.'.




